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The Carboxy-Terminal Tails of Septins Cdc11 and
Shs1 Recruit Myosin-II Binding Factor Bni5 to the
Bud Neck in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Gregory C. Finnigan, Elizabeth A. Booth, Angela Duvalyan, Elizabeth N. Liao, and Jeremy Thorner1
Division of Biochemistry, Biophysics and Structural Biology, Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, University of California,
Berkeley, California 94720-3202

ABSTRACT Septins are a conserved family of GTP-binding proteins that form heterooctameric complexes that assemble into higher-order
structures. In yeast, septin superstructure at the bud neck serves as a barrier to separate a daughter cell from its mother and as a scaffold
to recruit the proteins that execute cytokinesis. However, how septins recruit speciﬁc factors has not been well characterized. In the
accompanying article in this issue, (Finnigan et al. 2015), we demonstrated that the C-terminal extensions (CTEs) of the alternative
terminal subunits of septin heterooctamers, Cdc11 and Shs1, share a role required for optimal septin function in vivo. Here we describe
our use of unbiased genetic approaches (both selection of dosage suppressors and analysis of synthetic interactions) that pinpointed Bni5
as a protein that interacts with the CTEs of Cdc11 and Shs1. Furthermore, we used three independent methods—construction of chimeric
proteins, noncovalent tethering mediated by a GFP-targeted nanobody, and imaging by ﬂuorescence microscopy—to conﬁrm that
a physiologically important function of the CTEs of Cdc11 and Shs1 is optimizing recruitment of Bni5 and thereby ensuring efﬁcient
localization at the bud neck of Myo1, the type II myosin of the actomyosin contractile ring.
Related article in GENETICS: Finnigan, G. C. et al., 2015 Comprehensive Genetic Analysis of Paralogous Terminal Septin Subunits
Shs1 and Cdc11 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Genetics 200: 821–841.
KEYWORDS yeast; cytokinesis; complexes; ﬁlaments; mutants

S

EPTIN-based structures in metazoans are frequently
found at the boundaries between cellular compartments
(Saarikangas and Barral 2011; Trimble and Grinstein 2015).
The tissue speciﬁcity with which septin genes are expressed,
and/or their mRNAs undergo alternative splicing, is consistent with speciﬁc septins and septin isoforms playing distinct
roles in particular developmental and physiological processes
(Roeseler et al. 2009; Hall and Russell 2012; Dolat et al.
2014). A prominent septin-containing structure is located at
the bottom of the neck of each small membranous protrusion
(dendritic spine) that projects from the dendrites that extend
from the cell body of a neuron (Tada et al. 2007; Ewers et al.
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2014), indicating some role in neurogenesis. A discrete septincontaining structure, dubbed the annulus, separates the head
and midpiece from the ﬂagellum in mature mammalian sperm
and is required for sperm motility (Sugino et al. 2008; Toure
et al. 2011). Similarly, septin function has been implicated in
the amoeboid motility of T cells by promoting membrane
retraction (Tooley et al. 2009; Gilden et al. 2012). Septincontaining structures are found at the base of the primary
(nonmotile) cilium and at discrete regions along the axoneme, suggesting roles in ciliogenesis and in the signaling
functions of this sensory organelle (Hu et al. 2010; Ghossoub
et al. 2013; Sharma et al. 2013). Septin “cages” assemble
around intracellular bacterial pathogens or the vacuolar inclusions that contain them, but whether caging serves as
a ﬁrst line of defense against their spread (Mostowy et al.
2010), or is exploited by the microbes to promote their
spread (Volceanov et al. 2014), has not been resolved. In
all the instances described above, just what other cellular
factors are recruited via direct physical association with any
speciﬁc septin and whether that interaction is required for the
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biological function of the septin-based structure at its observed location has not been delineated.
In budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a prominent
collar composed of septin ﬁlaments is assembled in a cell
cycle-speciﬁc manner at the neck between a mother cell and
its daughter and is required for the execution of cytokinesis
and septation (Roncero and Sánchez 2010; Wloka and Bi
2012). Likewise, during each round of cell division of a mammalian cell, a septin-based ring-like structure is found at the
site of cytokinesis and, of the 13 mammalian septin gene
products, SEPT9 appears to be especially critical for the role
that septins play in the abscission needed to separate two
daughter cells (Estey et al. 2010; Füchtbauer et al. 2011).
SEPT9 (and its closest paralogs, SEPT3 and SEPT12) are
alternative subunits that can occupy the end position in
mammalian septin heterooctamers (Kim et al. 2011; Sellin
et al. 2011; Sellin et al. 2014) just as do the alternative terminal subunits Cdc11 and Shs1 in S. cerevisiae heterooctamers
(Bertin et al. 2008; Garcia et al. 2011; McMurray et al. 2011;
Finnigan et al. 2015).
As documented in the accompanying article in this issue
(Finnigan et al. 2015), our extensive genetic analysis of
Shs1 and Cdc11 demonstrated that, once assembled onto
the end of the heterooctameric rod, the salient structural
element required for the physiological function of both
Shs1 and Cdc11 is the portion of its C-terminal extension
(CTE) that contains a sequence with the potential to form
a coiled coil (CC). Prior work has shown that the CTE of
Cdc11 is not essential for heterooctamer or ﬁlament formation in vitro (Bertin et al. 2008) and is not required for
assembly of (or Cdc11 incorporation into) the septin superstructure at the bud neck in vivo (Versele et al. 2004).
Likewise, the CTE of Shs1 is not required for its assembly
into heterooctamers in vitro (Garcia et al. 2011) and, as
shown in the accompanying article, not required for its incorporation into or the assembly of the septin collar in vivo
(Finnigan et al. 2015). However, removal of the CTEs from
both Cdc11 and Shs1, or mutational alteration of their CC
elements, causes a severe growth phenotype and marked
morphological elongation indicative of delayed cytokinesis
arising from impaired septin function (McMurray et al. 2011;
Finnigan et al. 2015). Although the CTEs of the terminal subunits could contribute to proper supramolecular organization
and/or dynamics of the septin structures at the bud neck, we
strongly suspected that the CTEs of these two terminal septins
carry out their function, at least in part, by recruiting another
cellular protein(s) via formation of a coiled-coil interaction.
In this regard, genetic or physical links between Shs1
(and/or Cdc11) and other cellular proteins that localize
at the bud neck have been described, including polarisome component Spa2 (Mino et al. 1998), protein kinases
Elm1 (Bouquin et al. 2000), Gin4 (Okuzaki et al. 1997;
Mortensen et al. 2002), Hsl1 (Shulewitz et al. 1999) and
Kcc4 (Barral et al. 1999), septin-interacting protein Nis1
(Iwase and Toh-E 2001), Myo1-binding factor Bni5 (Lee
et al. 2002), IQGAP Iqg1 (Iwase et al. 2007), formin Bnr1
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(Gao et al. 2010; Buttery et al. 2012), F-BAR protein Hof1
(Meitinger et al. 2013), and even an ER-associated protein
(Scs2) (Chao et al. 2014). However, as described here, our
genetic, biochemical, and cell biological ﬁndings demonstrate
that the critical function shared by the CC elements in the CTEs
of Shs1 and Cdc11 is physical association with Bni5.

Materials and Methods
Yeast strains and plasmids

Standard molecular biology techniques were used for strain
and plasmid construction (Sambrook and Russell 2001).
Yeast strains (Table 1) were constructed as described in detail
in the accompanying article (Finnigan et al. 2015). In brief,
the general strategy for strain construction was ﬁrst to use
in vivo ligation and homologous recombination (Muhlrad
et al. 1992; Kitazono 2009; Bessa et al. 2012) to generate
a CEN plasmid containing the gene of interest (or a corresponding gene fusion or an epitope- or ﬂuorescent proteintagged derivative) under the control of a promoter and
terminator of choice, and harboring a juxtaposed MX-based
drug cassette (Goldstein and McCusker 1999). Unless otherwise noted, the resulting construct was then ampliﬁed by PCR
and integrated into a strain in which the locus of interest was
marked with a different drug-resistance or nutritional marker,
allowing for selection of the correct gene replacement event
after transformation via the expected marker swap. If successive rounds of transformation were required, proper integration of each cassette was conﬁrmed by multiple diagnostic
PCR reactions performed on isolated genomic DNA. Because
the septin genes CDC3, CDC10, CDC11, and CDC12 are normally essential, alterations of the chromosomal loci for those
genes were carried out in strains that contained a covering
URA3-marked plasmid carrying the corresponding wild-type
(WT) septin gene. Subsequent counterselection on an appropriate medium containing ﬁltration-sterilized (not autoclaved) 0.5 mg/ml 5-ﬂuoroorotic acid (5-FOA) was used to
isolate derivatives that had lost the covering URA3-marked
plasmid. Plasmids generated for this study (Table 2) were
constructed by the same means described above and conﬁrmed
by DNA sequencing of the entire open-reading frame, including
its junctions to both the promoter and terminator.
Culture conditions

Yeast were propagated as described in detail in the accompanying article (Finnigan et al. 2015). In brief, rich medium (YPD), or synthetic medium (SD) supplemented with the
appropriate amino acids and/or other nutrients, contained glucose/dextrose (2%) as the carbon source. Where indicated,
ﬁltration-sterilized (not autoclaved) galactose (2%) or a rafﬁnose (2%)-sucrose (0.2%) mixture was the carbon source. Our
standard assay for assessing relative growth rates was to culture the strains of interest overnight at an appropriate temperature and then to spot ﬁvefold serial dilutions of each strain to
be tested onto agar plates, which were incubated for 2–5 days
(depending on the genotypes being scored). All cdc10D strains

Table 1 Yeast strains used in this study
Genotype

Description

GFY-138a
GFY-104b
GFY-58
GFY-122
GFY-163
GFY-121
GFY-164
GFY-989
GFY-87
GFY-137
GFY-94
GFY-847c
GFY-1004a
GFY-140
GFY-1005
GFY-1108
GFY-846
GFY-850
GFY-160
GFY-540

BY4741; cdc12D::cdc12(K392N; D393-407)::HygR + pJT1622
BY4741; cdc12D::cdc12(K392N; D393-407)::mCherry::KanR + pJT1622
BY4741; cdc11D::CDC11::mCherry::SpHIS5 + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::KanR shs1D::HygR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(G29D)::mCherry::KanR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::CDC11::mCherry::SpHIS5R shs1D::HygR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::CDC11::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::eGFP::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc10D::KanR shs1D::SHS1::eGFP::NatR + pJT2022
BY4741; cdc10D::KanR shs1D::HygR + pJT2022
BY4741; cdc10D::KanR shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::eGFP::NatR + pJT2022
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::KanR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc12D::cdc12(K392N; D393-407)::HygR bni5D::KanR + pJT1622
BY4741; cdc10D::HygR + pJT2022
BY4741; cdc10D::HygR bni5D::KanR + pJT2022
BY4741; cdc11D::CDC11::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::eGFP::NatR bni5D::KanR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::CDC11::mCherry::SpHIS5R shs1D::SHS1::eGFP::NatR bni5D::KanR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::CDC11::mCherry::SpHIS5R shs1D::HygR bni5D::KanR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::CDC11::mCherry::SpHIS5R shs1D::SHS1::eGFP::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::shs1(1-348)::cdc11(309-415)::eGFP::NatR
+ pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::shs1(1-348)::cdc11(309-415)d::eGFP::
NatR bni5D::KanR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(1-308)::shs1(349-551)::mCherry::KanR shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::eGFP::NatR +
pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(1-308)::shs1(349-551)::mCherry::KanR shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::eGFP::NatR
bni5D::KanR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::HygR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::BNI5::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(D349-448)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(D2-300)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(D424-448)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(D2-50)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(D2-100)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(D2-150)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(D2-250)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(D2-350)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(D281-448)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(S270D T274D)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(S346A S350A)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(S346D S350D)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(S270A T274A S346A S350A)::
NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(S270D T274D S346D S350D)::
NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(D2-200)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(D399-448)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::HA3::bni5(S270A T274A)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::eGFP::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::BNI5::eGFP::NatR +
pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D309-415)::BNI5::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::eGFP::NatR +
pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::BNI5::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::HygR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::SHS1::eGFP::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::SHS1::BNI5::eGFP::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::BNI5::eGFP::NatR +
pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::SHS1::eGFP::BNI5::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::eGFP::BNI5::NatR +
pJT1520
BY4741; cdc10D::KanR shs1D::SHS1::BNI5::eGFP::NatR + pJT2022

GFY-1100
GFY-542
GFY-1101
GFY-166
GFY-1167d
GFY-1259
GFY-1260
GFY-1261
GFY-1269
GFY-1270
GFY-1271
GFY-1272
GFY-1273
GFY-1274
GFY-1275e
GFY-1276
GFY-1277
GFY-1278
GFY-1279
GFY-1286
GFY-1287
GFY-1288
GFY-162
GFY-573
GFY-646
GFY-579
GFY-157
GFY-911
GFY-913
GFY-888
GFY-890
GFY-899

Reference
This study
This study
Finnigan et
Finnigan et
Finnigan et
Finnigan et
Finnigan et
This study
Finnigan et
Finnigan et
Finnigan et
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
Finnigan et
Finnigan et

al.
al.
al.
al.
al.

(2015)
(2015)
(2015)
(2015)
(2015)

al. (2015)
al. (2015)
al. (2015)

al. (2015)
al. (2015)

This study
Finnigan et al. (2015)
This study
Finnigan et al. 2015)
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
Finnigan et al. (2015)
This study
This study
This
This
This
This

study
study
study
study

This study
This study
This study
(continued)

Cdc11 and Shs1 Promote Bni5-Dependent Myo1 Recruitment
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Table 1, continued
Genotype
GFY-901
GFY-903
GFY-905
GFY-861
GFY-1295f
GFY-851
GFY-1291f
GFY-1316g
GFY-1318g
GFY-1319g
GFY-1360g
GFY-1315g
GFY-1317g
GFY-1320g
GFY-1452h
GFY-1453h
GFY-1454h
GFY-1456h
GFY-1455h
GFY-1457h
GFY-1458h
GFY-1459h

Description
cdc10D::KanR

Reference

shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::BNI5::eGFP::NatR

BY4741;
+ pJT2022
BY4741; cdc10D::KanR shs1D::SHS1::eGFP::BNI5::NatR + pJT2022
BY4741; cdc10D::KanR shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::eGFP::BNI5::NatR + pJT2022
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::NanoBody::NatR +
pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::HygR shs1D::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::NanoBody::SpHIS5 shs1D::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; CDC10::mCherry::KanR bni5D::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5 cdc11D::CDC11::HygR shs1D::shs1(D349551)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; CDC10::mCherry::KanR bni5D::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5 cdc11D::CDC11::HygR SHS1 + pJT1520
BY4741; CDC10::mCherry::KanR bni5D::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5 cdc11D::CDC11::HygR shs1D::NatR +
pJT1520
BY4741; CDC10::mCherry::SpHIS5 bni5D::GFP::BNI5::NatR CDC11 shs1D::shs1(1-348)::cdc11(309415)::HygR
BY4741; CDC10::mCherry::KanR bni5D::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5 cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::HygR shs1D::
SHS1::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; CDC10::mCherry::KanR bni5D::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5 cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::HygR shs1D::
shs1(D349-551)::NatR + pJT1520
BY4741; CDC10::mCherry::KanR bni5D::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5 cdc11D::cdc11(D357-415)::HygR shs1D::
NatR + pJT1520
cdc10D::CDC10::mCherry::HygR CDC11 myo1D::MYO1::GFP::SkHIS3 shs1D::NatR BNI5
cdc10D::CDC10::mCherry::HygR CDC11 myo1D::MYO1::GFP::SkHIS3 shs1D::SHS1::NatR BNI5
cdc10D::CDC10::mCherry::HygR CDC11 myo1D::MYO1::GFP::SkHIS3 shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::NatR BNI5
cdc10D::CDC10::mCherry::NatR CDC11 myo1D::MYO1::GFP::SkHIS3 shs1D::shs1(1-348)::cdc11(309415)::HygR BNI5
cdc10D::CDC10::mCherry::KanR CDC11 myo1D::MYO1::GFP::SkHIS3 shs1D::shs1(1-348)::cdc11(309415)::HygR bni5D::NatR
cdc10D::CDC10::mCherry::HygR CDC11 myo1D::MYO1::GFP::SkHIS3 shs1D::NatR bni5D::KanR
cdc10D::CDC10::mCherry::HygR CDC11 myo1D::MYO1::GFP::SkHIS3 shs1D::SHS1::NatR bni5D::KanR
cdc10D::CDC10::mCherry::HygR CDC11 myo1D::MYO1::GFP::SkHIS3 shs1D::shs1(D349-551)::NatR
bni5D::KanR

This
This
This
This
This

study
study
study
study
study

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This
This
This
This

study
study
study
study

This study
This study
This study
This study

The cdc12-6 allele, cdc12(K391N D392-407), arises from loss of a single adenine base at position 1173; in our construct, the ORF is immediately followed by the ADH1
transcriptional terminator sequence and a HygR drug-resistance marker.
b
The mCherry tag is fused in-frame after the K391N substitution within cdc12-6.
c
For all yeast deleted for BNI5, a bni5D::KanR strain was ﬁrst constructed by amplifying a knockout cassette PCR fragment using the KanR cassette with primer tails with homology to
the immediate 59 and 39 UTR following the BNI5 ORF. Subsequent deletions of BNI5 used PCR fragments generated from this strain with 500 base pairs of ﬂanking sequence.
d
Construction of vectors containing the native BNI5 promoter, any epitope tag or ﬂuorescent tag, and the full-length WT BNI5 gene resulted in extremely low plasmid yields
from bacteria (TOP10 Escherichia coli; ,5% yield compared to other vectors) using standard plasmid isolation kits. Therefore, to conﬁrm that the desired Bni5-containing
constructs had been properly generated, diagnostic PCR was ﬁrst performed and then DNA sequence analysis was carried out on the PCR product (produced using a highﬁdelity polymerase) containing the entire ORF including its junctions to both the promoter and terminator. The issue of low plasmid yield from bacteria did not occur for any
of the truncated forms of BNI5 or for constructs expressing BNI5 from different promoters.
e
A modiﬁed Quikchange PCR strategy (Zheng et al. 2004) was used on the gene within a TOPO-II vector prior to integration into the genome. Successive rounds of
Quikchange were used to introduce multiple mutations.
f
The 117-residue anti-GFP nanobody (sequence: MQVQLVESGGALVQPGGSLRLSCAASGFP-VNRYSMRWYRQAPGKEREWVAGMSSAGDRSSYEDSVKGRFTISRDDARNTVYLQMNSLKP-EDTAVYYCNVNVGFEYWGQGTQVTVSSK) is derived from a single-chain Camelidae heavy chain antibody selected for very high afﬁnity binding to GFP
(Rothbauer et al. 2006; Kubala et al. 2010) and is encoded by a synthetic sequence using yeast codon bias (GenScript, Piscataway, NJ).
g
The CDC10::mCherry::KanR or CDC10::mCherry::SpHIS5 alleles were integrated over a WT CDC10 by amplifying 500 nucleotides of 59 and 39 UTR surrounding the CDC10
locus from genomic DNA from strain GFY-42 or GFY-1258.
h
These strains do not contain a covering plasmid expressing any WT septin. To integrate MYO1::GFP at its endogenous locus, a PCR fragment containing 1183 base pairs of the C terminus
of MYO1, the GFP tag, the ADH1 transcriptional terminator sequence, and SkHIS3 MX cassette, along with 1000 bases of 39 UTR region were PCR ampliﬁed from genomic DNA (from
JTY4510) and directly transformed into the appropriate strains. Integrations were conﬁrmed using multiple diagnostic PCRs both upstream and downstream of the integrated fragment.
a

were grown overnight in YPGal at 22–25°. Prior to the spot
tests for growth (or prior to microscopy; see next section), two
successive rounds of growth at room temperature on solid
medium containing 5-FOA were carried out, where indicated,
to ensure removal of the covering URA3-marked plasmid.
Fluorescence and DIC microscopy and analysis

Cultures were grown overnight in an appropriate medium,
back diluted to an A600 nm 0.25 in rich medium (unless other-
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wise noted), cultured for 4–5 h to A600 nm = 0.7–1.0, collected
and washed by centrifugation, and samples of the resuspended
cells were spotted immediately onto microscope slides. The
cells were examined under a 3100 oil immersion objective
using a standard upright epiﬂuorescence microscope (model
BH-2, Olympus America, Center Valley, PA) ﬁtted with a CoolSNAP MYO CCD camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) and
a SOLA light engine (Lumencore, Beaverton, OR) as the light
source. Images were captured using Micro-Manager software

Table 2 Plasmids used in this study
Plasmid
pSB1/JT1520
pMVB57/JT2022
pMVB39/JT1622
pGF-V68a
pGF-IVL1
pRS315
pGF-preIVL6
pGF-IVLBNI5b
pGF-IVL384
pGF-IVL385
pGF-IVL414
pGF-IVL415
pGF-IVL416
pGF-IVL429
pGF-IVL430
pGF-IVL431
pGF-IVL432
pGF-IVL433
pGF-IVL417
pGF-IVL418
pGF-IVL419
pGF-IVL448c
pGF-IVL449
pGF-IVL450
pGF-IVL451
pGF-IVL452
pGF-IVL453
pGF-IVL255
pGF-IVL216
pGF-IVL585
pGF-IVL473
pGF-IVL425
pGF-IVL553
pGF-IVL559

Description

Reference

pRS316 URA3 CDC11
YCplac33 URA3 CDC10
YCplac33 URA3 CDC12
pRS315 prSHS1::SHS1
pRS315 prCDC11::CDC11::mCherry::SpHIS5
CEN, LEU2
pRS315 prCDC10::CDC10::mCherry::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::BNI5::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prSHS1::BNI5::eGFP::NatR
pRS315 prCDC11::BNI5::eGFP::NatR
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(D2-50)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(D2-100)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(D2-150)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(D2-200)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(D2-250)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(D2-300)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(D2-350)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(D424-448)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(D399-448)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(D349-449)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(D281-448)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(S270A T274A)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(S270D T274D)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(S346A S350A)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(S346D S350D)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(S270A T274A S346A S350A)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prGAL1/10::bni5(S270D T274D S346D S350D)::eGFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 CDC10::BNI5::mCherry::SpHIS5
pRS315 prCDC11::GFP::KanR
pRS315 prBNI5::BNI5::GFP::SpHIS5
pRS315 prBNI5::HA3::BNI5::NatR
pRS315 prMYO1::MYO1::GFP::KanR
pRS315 prNIS1::NIS1::GFP::KanR
pRS315 prSYP1::SYP1::GFP::KanR

Versele et al. (2004)
McMurray et al. (2011)
Versele and Thorner (2004)
This study
Finnigan et al. (2015)
Sikorski and Hieter (1989)
Finnigan et al. (2015)
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

The SHS1 gene has 500 nucleotides of the native promoter and terminator sequence PCR ampliﬁed from BY4741.
For vectors overexpressing BNI5, a modiﬁed in vivo ligation protocol was used that ﬁrst constructed a vector (pGF-IVL300) linking the GAL1/10 promoter (814 base pairs)
with the ADH1(t)::SpHIS5 cassette separated by a unique NotI restriction site. Following digestion to gap the vector, the BNI5 gene was ampliﬁed with homology to the
promoter and terminator sequence and cotransformed into yeast. This strategy does not include a selectable marker on one of the PCR fragments, but rather, selects for
recircularization of the plasmid (on medium lacking leucine).
c
Ala substitutions for Ser and Thr residues were constructed within a TOPO II + BNI5 vector (pGF-V389) prior to PCR ampliﬁcation for in vivo ligation and homologous
recombination.
a

b

(Edelstein et al. 2010) and adjusted using ImageJ [National
Institutes of Health (NIH), Bethesda, MD] and Photoshop
(Adobe, San Francisco). In any given experiment, all the
images were scaled, adjusted for brightness (where necessary),
and resized identically. To determine the periphery of the cell,
either an overexposed image or a DIC image was used.
For quantiﬁcation of cell morphology, experiments were
performed in triplicate and, in any given experiment, 50–200
cells in multiple ﬁelds of view were examined for each genotype. Values presented are the absolute population percentages; error represents standard deviation of the mean value.
For quantiﬁcation of ﬂuorescence intensity using ImageJ, the
GFP signal at the bud neck was captured (with the box tool)
and the cytosolic GFP signal was assessed (with the line tool)
by a cross-section across the midpoint of the cell (either
a mother or a daughter). The bud neck and cytosolic signals
were measured for 100 cells of each genotype, and average pixel intensity at each location was determined after

subtracting the average background ﬂuorescence from ﬁve
random regions of the image not containing any cells. For
clarity, pixel intensity values are presented as relative to WT
control strain (set at 100%). In general, statistical signiﬁcance
was assessed using an unpaired t-test, and P-values were all
,0.05 (unless otherwise noted). To compare the statistical
signiﬁcance of the morphology differences observed among
the different genotypes and conditions graphically depicted in
Figure 1C, a two-way ANOVA and multiple comparison analysis with a Bonferroni correction (Statistics Toolbox, Matlab
2013, Mathworks, Natick, MA) was performed.

Results
Overexpression of Bni5 suppresses the growth and
morphology defects of CTE-less Cdc11 and Shs1 mutants

Our accompanying study (Finnigan et al. 2015) demonstrated
that the CTEs of Cdc11 and Shs1 are critical for full septin
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Figure 1 Bni5 is a potent dosage suppressor of CTE-less Cdc11 and Shs1 mutants. (A) Strains GFY-138 and GFY-104 expressing from the endogenous
CDC12 locus the product of the cdc12-6 frameshift allele, Cdc12(K392N D393-407), either alone or C-terminally tagged with mCherry (mC), were
transformed with either empty vector (pRS315) or the same vector expressing Bni5-eGFP under control of the GAL1/10 promoter (pGF-IVLBNI5).
Asterisk, indicates that an ADH1 transcriptional terminator::HygR cassette was inserted directly after the ORF. After selection on medium containing
5-FOA to remove the covering URA3-marked CDC12-expressing plasmid, the cells were propagated overnight in YPRaf-Suc medium at 25°, spotted
onto solid medium containing either glucose (Glc) or galactose (Gal) as the carbon source, as indicated, and incubated at the indicated temperature. (B)
As in A, GFY-58, GFY-122, GFY-163, and GFY-121 were transformed with either empty vector or the same vector expressing GAL promoter-driven Bni5eGFP. Just prior to testing, the cells were selected twice on SD 2Leu medium containing 5-FOA to remove the covering URA3-marked CDC11expressing plasmid, propagated overnight in YPRaf-Suc at 25°, then spotted onto medium containing Glc or Gal (top three panels) or on SGal 2Leu
at 30° or 37° (bottom panel). (C) GFY-58 (1), GFY-122 (2), GFY-164 (3), and GFY-989 (4) were transformed with empty vector control (pRS315) or
derivatives of the same vector expressing Bni5-eGFP from the SHS1 promoter (pGF-IVL384), the CDC11 promoter (pGF-IVL385), or the GAL1/10
promoter (pGF-IVLBNI5). After removal of the covering URA3-marked CDC11-expressing plasmid, as in B, cells were grown at 30° in the appropriate
medium to midexponential phase, and then triplicate samples (each 50–150 cells) were analyzed by ﬂuorescence and DIC microscopy. The percentage
of cells with an abnormal morphology is plotted as a three-dimensional heat map (error represents standard deviation of the mean). For all four strains
(1–4), only high-level GAL promoter-driven expression of Bni5-eGFP was able to effect restoration of normal morphology in a statistically signiﬁcant
(P , , 0.05) manner, as judged by a two-way ANOVA and multiple comparison analysis. (D) Representative images of samples of the indicated cultures
from C visualized by ﬂuorescence and DIC microscopy. Exposure time for Glc-grown cells was three times longer than for Gal-grown cells to verify lack
of detectable Bni5-eGFP expression. Dotted white line, cell periphery. (E) GFY-87, GFY-137, and GFY-94 were transformed with empty vector (pRS315)
or the same vector expressing Bni5-eGFP under GAL1/10 promoter control (pGF-IVLBNI5) and propagated on SD 2Ura 2Leu medium, then grown
overnight in YPGal at 25° prior to spotting onto Gal medium without or with 5-FOA to remove the covering URA3-marked CDC10-expressing plasmid.
The same test was repeated using overnight culture in SGal 2Leu to maintain selection for the LEU2-marked plasmid and yielded the same results (data
not shown).

function in vivo. Yet, the combined contributions of these
structural elements remained elusive. However, given that
the potential CC-forming residues are the essential sequence
feature required for their function (Finnigan et al. 2015), we
suspected that these CTEs associate with and thereby recruit
to the septin superstructure additional cellular factors that
must execute their physiological role at the bud neck. As a ﬁrst
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means to explore this possibility, and to approach this question in as unbiased a manner as possible, we cataloged all of
the nonseptin gene products reputed to be localized to the
yeast bud neck during the time in the cell cycle when the
septin collar is present (Gladfelter et al. 2001; Kumar et al.
2002; Huh et al. 2003), but restricted our analysis to those
that met both of two additional criteria: (i) bud neck

Table 3 Bud neck-localized and/or septin collar-associated proteins
OEa

Deletion

Paralog

Apparent function

Axl2/Bud10
Bem2
Bil1

3
1
0

Viable
Viable
Viable

—
—
—

Bni1
Bni4

0
1

Viable
Viable

Bnr1
—

Bni5
Bnr1
Bud3
Bud4
Bud6/Aip3
Cdc5
Chs7

0
3
1
1
0
3
1

Viable
Viable
Viable
Viable
Viable
Inviable
Viable

—
Bni1
—
—
—
—
—

Cla4
Dbf4
Elm1
Gic2
Gin4
Hof1/Cyk2

1
0
1
3
1
3

Viable
Inviable
Viable
Viable
Viable
Viable

Skm1
—
—
Gic1
Kcc4
—

Hsl1
Iqg1/Cyk1

3
3

Viable
Inviable

—
—

Kcc4
Mlc2
Myo1
Nba1

1
0
3
0

Viable
Viable
Inviable
Viable

Gin4
—
—
—

Nis1

0

Viable

—

Rga1
Rgd1
Skt5/Chs4
Svl3

1
2
1
0

Viable
Viable
Viable
Viable

Rga2
—
Shc1
Pam1

Cadherin-like plasma membrane glycoprotein
Rho4 GTPase-activating protein
Bud6-associated factor involved in Bnr1-dependent actin
cable assembly
Formin that catalyzes actin cable assembly
Targeting subunit for Glc7 (phosphoprotein phosphatase
1 catalytic subunit)
Myo1 (type II myosin)-binding factor
Formin that catalyzes actin cable assembly
Cdc42 guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF)
Annillin-like protein
Nucleation-promoting factor (NPF) for formin Bni1
Polo family protein kinase
Chaperone/escort factor for export of Chs3 (chitin
synthase III catalytic subunit) from the ER
Cdc42-activated, PAK family protein kinase
Regulatory subunit of protein kinase Cdc7
LKB1 family protein kinase
Cdc42-binding and Bni1-interacting protein
AMPK-like family protein kinase
F-BAR- and SH3 domain-containing protein involved in
actomyosin ring dynamics
AMPK-like family protein kinase
An actin-, Cmd1 (calmodulin), and Cdc42-binding
IQGAP1-related protein involved in actomyosin ring
dynamics
AMPK-like family protein kinase
Regulatory light chain for Myo1
Type II myosin in cytokinetic actomyosin ring
Nap1 (histone chaperone)-associated protein and Cdc42
antagonist
Component of the Ris1-containing SUMO-targeted
ubiquitin ligase (STubL)
Cdc42 GTPase-activating protein
Rho3 and Rho4 GTPase-activating protein
Bni4-interacting Chs3 activator
Maybe involved in pantothenate metabolism

Gene product

a

Reference
Gao et al. (2007)
Gong et al. (2013)
Graziano et al. (2013)
Buttery et al. (2007)
Kozubowski et al. (2003)
Fang et al. (2010)
Buttery et al. (2012)
Kang et al. (2014)
Wu et al. (2015)
Tu et al. (2012)
Sakchaisri et al. (2004)
Kota and Ljungdahl (2005)
Versele and Thorner (2004)
Hoang et al. (2007)
Asano et al. (2006)
Chen et al. (2012)
Roelants et al. (2015)
Meitinger et al. (2013)
Crutchley et al. (2009)
Tian et al. (2014)

Okuzaki et al. (2003)
Tully et al. (2009)
Wloka et al. (2013)
Meitinger et al. (2014)
Alonso et al. (2012)
Smith et al. (2002)
Claret et al. (2005)
Ono et al. (2000)
Zheng et al. (1998)

Summary of the severity of the effect on apparent growth rate caused by overexpression of the indicated gene product, based on prior published studies: 0, no detectably
deleterious effect; 1, only a mild/slight decrease in growth rate; 2, a moderate decrease in growth rate; and 3, a severe inhibition of growth. The three most comprehensive
studies (Sopko et al. 2006; Yoshikawa et al. 2011; Makanae et al. 2013) are generally, but not always, in agreement. Moreover, cross-comparisons among these datasets is
complicated by the fact that the constructs, conditions, and protocols employed to test the effect of overexpression were not uniform. For example, although two genomewide analyses used induction from a GAL promoter to drive overexpression (Sopko et al. 2006; Yoshikawa et al. 2011), they differed in whether the vector was a CEN or a 2mm DNA plasmid, whether the gene product was tagged or not, the nature of the tag, etc.; and, in the third global analysis, the native gene and its promoter were used and
overexpression was achieved solely by the use of a high-copy-number vector (Makanae et al. 2013). Data for the following genes are derived from other studies where, in
some cases, assessing the effect of overexpression was not a primary goal of the investigators: Bem2 (Knaus et al. 2007), Bni4 (Stevenson et al. 2001), Bnr1 (Kikyo et al.
1999), Cdc5 (Kitada et al. 1993), Elm1 (Moriya and Isono 1999), and Kcc4 (Okuzaki et al. 2003).

localization has been thoroughly documented by independent
means; and, (ii) where tested, recruitment to the bud neck is
septin dependent (i.e., bud neck localization is eliminated
upon disassembly of the septin collar in cdc12-6ts mutants
shifted to restrictive temperature). This bioinformatic analysis
yielded nearly 30 gene products (Table 3).
Each of the corresponding genes was tagged in-frame at
its C-terminal end with eGFP and the resulting derivative
cloned into the same LEU2-marked CEN vector (pRS315)
under GAL promoter control. We reasoned that, given the
very high level of expression achievable from the GAL promoter (Mumberg et al. 1994), the factor normally recruited
to the bud neck region via its association with the CTEs of
Cdc11 and Shs1 would populate the bud neck region at

a sufﬁcient level after Gal induction to achieve detectable
rescue of the growth debility of cells in which both CTEs
were lacking. Indeed, using this very stringent condition,
only overexpression of Bni5 gave robust restoration of
growth in both cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE) and cdc11(DCTE)
shs1D cells (Supporting Information, Table S3).
BNI5 was originally characterized as a multicopy suppressor of the temperature sensitivity of a cdc12-6 mutant (Lee
et al. 2002). As an independent means to demonstrate that
our BNI5 overexpression construct was behaving properly,
we tested whether it was also able to restore growth to
cdc12-6ts cells at the restrictive temperature. Reassuringly,
upon Gal induction, our Bni5-GFP construct efﬁciently suppressed the ts phenotype of cdc12-6 cells (Figure 1A).
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To conﬁrm that the Bni5-mediated growth suppression
is exerted through either Shs1 or Cdc11, and requires that
at least one of these terminal septin subunits have an intact
CTE, we conducted the following tests. First, we found that
overexpression of Bni5 had no deleterious effect on wildtype cells (Figure 1B, top panel) and, most tellingly, was
able to rescue the growth of cells in which only Shs1 has an
intact CTE (Figure 1B, second panel). This suppression of
cdc11(DCTE) cells was speciﬁc because Bni5 overexpression was unable to improve the growth of cells lacking
both Cdc11 and Shs1 (Figure 1B, third panel) and was
unable to rescue growth of cells in which the defect in
Cdc11 is inability to form a proper G interface with
Cdc12, the penultimate subunit in the heterooctamer (Figure 1B, bottom panel). Conversely, and as judged by the
independent criterion of morphology, GAL promoter-driven
expression of Bni5 was able to suppress the elongated bud
phenotype of cells in which only Cdc11 has an intact CTE
(Figure 1C, rows 2 and 4; Figure 1D, two lowermost panels), just as efﬁciently as in cells in which only Shs1 has an
intact CTE (Figure 1C, row 3; Figure 1D, second panel
from the top). The observed reductions in the percentage
of cells displaying abnormal morphology upon Bni5 overexpression were all reproducible and statistically signiﬁcant (P , , 0.05).
It has been observed previously by us (McMurray et al.
2011) and others (Iwase et al. 2007) that an shs1D cdc10D
double mutant is inviable. In keeping with our other evidence that the CTE of Shs1 is essential for its function (Finnigan
et al. 2015), we found that, like a complete shs1D null allele,
a shs1(DCTE) mutant was unable to support the growth of
cdc10D cells and was unable to support rescue by BNI5 overexpression (Figure 1E).
Loss of Bni5 phenocopies the growth and morphology
defects of CTE-less Shs1 and Cdc11 mutants

Cumulative evidence indicates that Bni5 is a septin-associated protein (Lee et al. 2002) and that it has a role in localizing Myo1 to the bud neck prior to the onset of cytokinesis
(Fang et al. 2010; Schneider et al. 2013). However, how
Bni5 is recruited to the septin collar has been unclear.
As described in the accompanying article (Finnigan et al.
2015), we established four different backgrounds in which
expression of SHS1 is required for cell viability. One of these
conditions is in cells lacking Hof1, a bud neck-localized, FBAR- and SH3 domain-containing protein that contributes to
regulating actomyosin ring dynamics (Nishihama et al.
2009; Meitinger et al. 2011). Similarly, it has been reported
that a bni5D hof1D double mutant is inviable (Nam et al.
2007a). Hence, we tested whether loss of Bni5 also exacerbated the growth phenotype in our three other Shs1-dependent strain backgrounds. Like loss of Shs1 itself, absence of
Bni5 was lethal in cells expressing Cdc11(DCTE)-mC and in
cdc10D cells, and severely compromised growth in cdc12-6
cells even at permissive temperature (Figure 2A). Thus, the
effects on growth of a bni5D mutation mirror those of an
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shs1D mutation, strongly connecting the functions of these
two proteins.
In agreement with this conclusion, and as judged by the
independent criterion of morphology, in cells expressing
Cdc11-mC as the sole source of this septin (which sensitizes
cells to the loss of Shs1) (Finnigan et al. 2015), we found
that absence of either Shs1 or its CTE yielded a marked increase in the percentage of cells in the population with
a dramatically elongated morphology that was at least as
dramatic as loss of Bni5 itself (Figure 2B, compare columns
2 and 3 to 5) and the effect of loss of both Bni5 and Shs1
was not more severe than loss of Shs1 alone (Figure 2B,
compare columns 2 and 6). However, complete absence of
Shs1 caused a more pronounced effect than removal of its
CTE alone (Figure 2B, compare columns 2 and 3), indicating
that the globular GTP-binding domain of Shs1 contributes to
Shs1 function independent from its CTE. As data provided in
the accompanying article argue (Finnigan et al. 2015), at the
septin collar, Shs1-capped heterooctamers likely form heterotypic end-to-end NC junctions with Cdc11-capped heterooctamers. Hence, in the complete absence of Shs1, Cdc11
cannot be properly positioned, whereas in cells expressing
Shs1(DCTE), it can. As the accompanying article also demonstrates, the CTEs of Shs1 and Cdc11 have a function in
common. Taken together, these considerations suggest that,
in Shs1(DCTE) cells, the CTE in Cdc11 can act in lieu of the
CTE of Shs1. If this shared function is recruitment of Bni5 to
the bud neck, then loss of Bni5 should enhance the phenotype of Shs1(DCTE) cells, as we indeed observed (Figure 2B,
compare columns 3 and 4).
To conﬁrm more directly the link between the CTEs of
Shs1 and Cdc11 and Bni5 function, we took advantage of
chimeras in which we swapped the CTEs of Cdc11 and Shs1
that, as demonstrated in the accompanying article, are functional when present as the sole source of a CTE on a terminal
septin subunit (Finnigan et al. 2015). When cells possess the
native CTEs of both Cdc11 and Shs1 (Figure 2C, top row) or
just the native CTE of Shs1 (Figure 2A, top row), they are
fully viable. However, if the native CTEs of both Cdc11 and
Shs1 are removed, the cells are inviable, even though Bni5 is
present. By contrast, if the Cdc11 CTE is appended to Shs1
in place of its endogenous CTE, robust growth is restored
(Figure 2C, row 3); however, that growth is markedly compromised when Bni5 is absent (Figure 2C, row 4). Even
more strikingly, if the Shs1 CTE is appended to Cdc11 in
place of its endogenous CTE, growth is also restored (Figure
2C, row 5) and their abiity to grow is completely dependent
on the presence of Bni5 (Figure 2C, row 6). Also, in both
Cdc11(DCTE) Shs1(DCTE)-CTECdc11 and Cdc11(DCTE)CTEShs1 Shs1(DCTE) cells, loss of Bni5 further exacerbated
their morphological phenotype (Figure 2D). Thus, even
when operating “in trans,” the function of CTEs of Cdc11
and Shs are dependent on Bni5.
If Bni5 action is mediated largely via its interaction with
the CTEs of Cdc11 and Shs1, when both the Cdc11 and Shs1
CTEs are absent, then removal of Bni5 should have little or

Figure 2 Loss of BNI5 mimics loss of SHS1. (A) Strains
GFY-122 and GFY-847 (upper panel) and GFY-138 and
GFY-1004 (middle panel) were grown overnight in SD
2Ura medium at 30° and then spotted onto control medium lacking 5-FOA (left) or the same medium containing
5-FOA to select against, respectively, the covering URA3marked CDC11- or CDC12-expressing plasmid, and incubated for 3 days. GFY-140 and GFY-1005 (lower panel)
were incubated overnight in YPGal medium at 25° and
spotted onto Gal medium without or with 5-FOA (to select against the covering URA3-marked CDC10-expressing
plasmid) and grown at room temperature for 5 days. (B)
Triplicate samples of exponentially growing cultures of
GFY-58, GFY-164, GFY-989, GFY-1108, GFY-846, and
GFY-850 grown at 30° were viewed by DIC microscopy
to examine the morphology of the corresponding cells
(100–200 total) after selection on medium containing 5FOA to remove the covering URA3-marked CDC11expressing plasmid. Values represent the percentage of cells in the population with abnormal morphology (error is standard deviation of the mean).
Asterisk, difference is statistically signiﬁcant (P , 0.05), as judged by an unpaired t-test; N.S., no statistically signiﬁcant difference. (C) Growth of GFY160, GFY-162, GFY-540, GFY-1100, GFY-542, and GFY-1101 was assessed before and after removal of the covering URA3-marked CDC11-expressing
plasmid, as in A, upper panel. (D) Morphology of the cells in triplicate samples of the strains in C was quantiﬁed as in B.

no additional effect. Indeed, we found that deletion of BNI5
conferred only a very subtle enhancement of the deleterious
growth phenotype of cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE) cells (Figure
S1A). Collectively, our ﬁndings provide a strong genetic link
between the CTEs of Cdc11 and Shs1.
To begin to address whether this link is also physical, we
examined the efﬁciency of recruitment to the bud neck of
endogenously expressed eGFP-Bni5, and found that, compared to the WT control, there was a marked reduction in
the ﬂuoresence intensity at the bud neck in cdc11(DCTE)
shs1(DCTE) cells (Figure S1B, left). Concomitant with the
substantially diminished signal at the septin collar (Figure
S1B, middle), there was an increase in cytosolic ﬂuorescence
(Figure S1B, right). These observations demonstrate that
the CTEs of Cdc11 and Shs1 make a signiﬁcant, but not the
sole, contribution to efﬁcient recruitment of Bni5 to the septin
collar, as we further conﬁrmed (see Figure 6). Given that we
have found that septin heterooctamers cannot be assembled
in vitro in the absence of Cdc10 (Bertin et al. 2008) and that
in vivo the resulting Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3 and/or Shs1-Cdc12Cdc3 trimers associate only very inefﬁciently to form heterohexamers (via an atypical Cdc3-Cdc3 G interface-mediated
interaction) (McMurray et al. 2011), we suspect that the
observed inability of overexpressed Bni5 to suppress the
shs1(DCTE) allele in cdc10D cells (Figure 1E) is due to gross
aberrations in septin superstructure.
Only the C-terminal third of Bni5 is required for
its function

Using the most sophisticated modeling program available
(Phyre2) (Kelley and Sternberg 2009), Bni5 is predicted to
be a remarkably elongated and nearly all a-helical protein
(Figure S2A), consistent with the possibility that it could
associate with the CC elements in the CTEs of Cdc11 and
Shs1 via a coiled-coil interaction. To date, no study has investigated what portions of the Bni5 protein are required for

its ability to interact with septins or to suppress septin
defects when overexpressed. Therefore, we generated
a nested series of both N- and C-terminal truncations, each
tagged at its C terminus with GFP (Figure S2B). Each of
these truncations was inserted into the same LEU2-marked
vector under the control of the GAL promoter (pGF-IVLBNI5)
and its ability to rescue the growth of cdc11(DCTE) cells at
37° was assessed exactly as described in Figure 1B. The
results of this analysis were clear cut (data not shown) and
are summarized in Figure 3A. Potent suppression was observed even with truncations that removed the ﬁrst 300
residues of the protein; conversely, removal of as few as 25 residues from the C terminus crippled the suppression and removal of 50 residues totally abrogated the ability of the
overproduced protein to support the growth of cdc11(DCTE)
cells at 37°. Also, a prior study claimed that cell-cycle dependent phosphoregulation of Bni5 at four sites (S270, T274,
S346, and S350) is important for its cellular function (Nam
et al. 2007a). Hence, we mutated full-length GFP-tagged Bni5
at pairs of these sites or at all four sites to generate both nonphosphorylatable alleles (S270A T274A, S346A S350A, and
S270A T274A S346A S350A) and phosphomimetic alleles
(S270D T274D, S346D S350D, and S270D T274D S346D
S350D). All six of these Bni5 mutants were able to suppress
the growth of cdc11(DCTE) cells at 37° as robustly as WT Bni5,
as summarized in Figure 3A.
As we showed, growth of cdc11(DCTE)-mC cells is totally
dependent on endogeneous Shs1 (Finnigan et al. 2015).
Likewise, growth of cdc11(DCTE)-mC cells is totally dependent on endogenous Bni5 (Figure 2A and Figure 3A, top).
Therefore, to conﬁrm our ﬁndings about Bni5 derived from
overexpression of the truncated alleles, we retested the entire
deletion set by integrating the same constructs, each tagged
at is N terminus with a (HA)3 tag, into the BNI5 locus under
control of the native BNI5 promoter. We demonstrated, ﬁrst,
that the N-terminal (HA)3 tag does not deleteriously affect
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Figure 3 Mutational analysis of Bni5. (A, upper panel)
Summary of the ability of a plasmid expressing full-length
Bni5-eGFP (pGF-IVLBNI5) or the indicated derived series of
nested N-terminal (pGF-IVL414 through pGF-IVL416) and
C-terminal (pGF-IVL429 through pGF-IVL433) truncation
mutants, each eGFP tagged and expressed from the
GAL promoter on the same CEN vector (pRS315), to suppress the growth defect of cdc11(DCTE) SHS1 cells (GFY122), when overexpressed on Gal medium, as assessed in
Figure 1B. Numbers indicate the residues of Bni5 present
in each construct. (Lower panel) The ability of the indicated nonphosphorylatable (A, Ala) and phosphomimetic
(D, Asp) Bni5 substitution mutations of Ser and/or Thr at
positions 270, 274, 346, and 350 (pGF-IVL417 to pGFIVL419 and pGF-IVL448 to pGF-IVL453), to suppress the
growth of GFY-122 was assessed in the same way. In
brief, each plasmid-containing transformant of GFY-122
was propagated as a single clonal isolate on medium containing 5-FOA to select for loss of the covering URA3marked CDC11-expressing plasmid, then reselected on
5-FOA medium a second time, grown overnight in SRaf/
Suc 2Leu at 25°, then serially diluted and spotted on either SD 2Leu or SGal 2Leu medium. Growth was scored after incubation at 37° for 2 days. Yes,
robust growth observed only on Gal medium; partial, weak growth observed only on Gal medium; no, no detectable growth observed on Gal medium,
i.e., indistinguishable from the lack of growth on Gal medium of GFY-122 cells carrying the empty (control) vector, pRS315. (B) The ability of the indicated
Bni5 derivatives, each fused to an N-terminal 3XHA tag and integrated into and expressed from the native BNI5 locus on chromosome XIV (strains GFY-122,
GFY-166, GFY-847, GFY-1167, GFY-1259 through GFY-1261, GFY-1269 through GFY-1279, and GFY-1286 through GFY-1288), to complement the
inviability of cdc11(DCTE)-mC SHS1 bni5D cells, was assessed after growth overnight at 30° and then spotting onto control medium or the same medium
containing 5-FOA to select against the covering URA3-marked CDC11-expressing plasmid.

Bni5 function (Figure S3A). We then determined whether
each Bni5 mutant expressed at its endogenous level was able
to support the growth of cdc11(DCTE)-mC cells when the
covering CDC11-expressing plasmid was removed. We found
again that function was preserved even when as many as 200
to 250 N-terminal residues were removed and slight growth
was still detectable even when 300 N-terminal residues were
removed, whereas Bni5 function was completely eliminated
by removal of as few as 25 C-terminal residues. Likewise,
none of the three nonphosphorylatable alleles and none of
the phosphomimetic alleles has any detectably deleterious
effect on Bni5 function. Thus, analysis of functional domains
in Bni5 by two independent approaches led to the same conclusion, namely its C-terminal end is critical for its physiological function. Consistent with this ﬁnding, the 90 or so
C-terminalmost residues are the most highly conversed region
in Bni5 (Figure S2B).
Fusion of Bni5 obviates the need for the CTEs of Shs1
and Cdc11

If the primary role of the CTEs of Shs1 and Cdc11 is to
anchor Bni5 at their location in the bud neck, we reasoned
that chimeric proteins, in which Bni5 itself replaced the
CTEs of these two terminal septin subunits, might rescue
the inviability of cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE) cells. Therefore,
we constructed the corresponding translational fusions
wherein Bni5 was attached in-frame to the C terminus of
CTE-less Shs1 and CTE-less Cdc11. We found that replacement of the CTE of Shs1 with Bni5 (tagged at its C terminus
with eGFP) was able to robustly support the growth of
cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE) cells (Figure 4A, compare lanes
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2 and 3). This result was all the more striking because we
had found that Bni5 tagged at its C terminus was somewhat
compromised for function, compared to Bni5 tagged at its N
terminus (Figure S3A), although, in the context of fusion to
Shs1(DCTE), either orientation (eGFP-Bni5 or Bni5-eGFP)
supported growth equally well (Figure 4B) and were efﬁciently incorporated into the septin collar at the bud neck
(Figure 4C). We noted, however, that fusion of either eGFPBni5 or Bni5-eGFP to full-length Shs1 gave detectably better
growth than when fused to Shs1(DCTE). One possibility for
the slight growth advantage of the former is that it should be
capable of recruiting additional Bni5 via its CTE. However,
the same slight growth advantage of Shs1-Bni5 constructs
over Shs1(DCTE)-Bni5 constructs (regardless of whether
Bni5 was tagged at it N- or C-terminal end with eGFP)
was observed in the presence or absence of endogenous
BNI5 (Figure S4).
Like the inability of Bni5 overexpression to rescue the
growth of shs1(DCTE) in cdc10D cells (Figure 1E), fusion
of Bni5 to Shs1(DCTE) was not sufﬁcient to restore Shs1
function in cells lacking Cdc10 (Figure 4D). Moreover, unlike fusions of Bni5 to Shs1 (Figure 4, A and B), fusion of
Bni5 to the Cdc10 subunit was unable to rescue the lethality
of cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE) cells (Figure 4E).
Increased conformational ﬂexibility enhances Bni5mediated rescue of CTE-less Shs1 and Cdc11

Strikingly, unlike fusion of Bni5 to Shs1(DCTE), fusion of
Bni5 to Cdc11(DCTE) was unable to restore growth to
cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE) cells (Figure 4A), even though
the chimeric constructs also were efﬁciently expressed and

Figure 4 Fusion to Bni5 rescues the growth defect of
CTE-less Shs1. (A) Strains of the indicated genotype
(GFY-160, GFY-162, GFY-573, GFY-646, GFY-166, and
GFY-579) were tested for their ability to grow after spotting onto control medium or the same medium containing
5-FOA to select against the covering URA3-marked
CDC11-expressing plasmid. (B) Strains of the indicated
genotype (GFY-160, GFY-157, GFY-162, GFY-911, GFY913, GFY-888, and GFY-890) were tested for their ability
to grow, as in A. (C) Exponentially growing cultures of
cells coexpressing cdc11(DCTE)-BNI5-mC and shs1
(DCTE)-eGFP (GFY-646), or cdc11(DCTE)-mC and shs1
(DCTE)-BNI5-eGFP (GFY-913), or cdc11(DCTE)-mC and
shs1(DCTE)-eGFP-BNI5 (GFY-890), as indicated, were examined by ﬂuorescence microscopy. White dotted line,
cell periphery. (D) Strains of the indicated genotype
(GFY-87, GFY-137, GFY-899, GFY-901, GFY-903, and
GFY-905) were tested for their ability to grow after spotting onto control medium or the same medium containing
5-FOA to select against the covering URA3-marked
CDC10-expressing plasmid. (E) Cells of the cdc11(DCTE)mC shs1(DCTE)-eGFP genotype (GFY-162) were transformed with LEU2-marked plasmids expressing either CDC11-mC (pGF-IVL1), nothing (pRS315),
CDC10-mC (pGF-preIVL6), or CDC10-BNI5-mC (pGF-IVL255), were tested for their ability to grow after spotting onto control medium or the same
medium containing 5-FOA to select against the covering URA3-marked CDC11-expressing plasmid.

incorporated at the bud neck (Figure 4C) and their expression was not toxic to the cells (data not shown). Combined
with our observation that Bni5 fused to full-length Shs1
supported more robust growth of cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE)
cells than did Bni5 fusion to Shs1(DCTE), we suspected that
some spatial restriction in the degrees of freedom available
to Bni5 might be inﬂuencing its function.
Therefore, as an independent method of tethering Bni5
to the terminal septin subunits in place of their normal CTEs,
we fused a small, high-afﬁnity, anti-GFP, single-chain camelid
antibody (“nanobody,” NB) (Rothbauer et al. 2006; Kubala
et al. 2010) to the C terminus of either CTE-less Shs1 or
CTE-less Cdc11. We then assessed whether expression of only
GFP-tagged Bni5 was capable of restoring growth to such
cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE)-NB or cdc11(CTE)-NB shs1D cells.
When no nanobody was present on either terminal subunit,
expression of neither GFP alone (from the CDC11 promoter)
nor Bni5-GFP (from the SHS1, CDC11, or native BNI5 promoter) nor (HA)3-Bni5 (from native BNI5 promoter) was
able to rescue the viability of cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE) cells
(Figure 5A, top left). Strikingly, however, in cdc11(DCTE)
shs1(DCTE)-NB cells, expression of Bni5-GFP (from the SHS1,
CDC11, or native BNI5 promoter) supported growth of the
cells, whereas neither GFP alone nor (HA)3-Bni5 (Figure 5A,
top right) nor Bni5 alone (Figure S5A) was able to do so.
Similarly, unlike in the absence of a nanobody fusion (Figure
5A, bottom left), in cdc11(DCTE)-NB shs1D cells, expression
of Bni5-GFP (from the SHS1, CDC11, or native BNI5 promoter) supported growth of the cells, whereas neither GFP
alone nor (HA)3-Bni5 did (Figure 5A, bottom right). Conversely, when the nanobody was fused to Cdc10, expression
of Bni5-GFP was unable to restore viability to either
cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE) cells or cdc11(DCTE) shs1D (Figure S5B). Thus, only when either Shs1 or Cdc11 was fused

to the anti-GFP nanobody, and only when GFP-tagged Bni5
was also present, was suppression of the CTE-dependent
growth defect observed.
Taken together, our ﬁndings demonstrate that enhancing
the amount of Bni5 in the vicinity of the terminal septin
subunits Cdc11 and Shs1—whether by overexpression, by
direct protein fusion, or by indirect nanobody-mediated
tethering—is sufﬁcient to bypass the requirement for the
essential function of their CTE domains.
It has been reported that Bni5 participates in recruiting
the type II myosin heavy chain Myo1 to the bud neck at the
early stages of actomyosin ring formation (Fang et al. 2010).
Hence, following the same logic as for Bni5 itself, we tested
whether direct nanobody-mediated targeting of Myo1-GFP
itself would also be sufﬁcient to provide detectable restoration of growth to cells in which Cdc11 and Shs1 lack their
CTEs. Indeed, expression of Myo1-GFP was able to rescue
the growth of both cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE)-NB cells
(Figure 5B, upper panels) and cdc11(DCTE)-NB shs1D
cells (Figure 5B, lower panels), although less robustly
than Bni5 itself. Importantly, this effect was speciﬁc to
Myo1-GFP because neither GFP alone or GFP-tagged versions of two other bud neck-associated proteins (Nis1 and
Syp1) were unable to support any detectable growth. These
results support the conclusion that a major role for CTEmediated recruitment of Bni5 by Cdc11 and Shs1 is to assist
in localizing a pool of Myo1 molecules at these positions
within the septin collar at the bud neck.
Shs1 CTE is necessary and sufﬁcient for optimal Bni5
recruitment and subsequent Myo1 localization at the
bud neck

To conﬁrm these conclusions, we examined, ﬁrst, localization of GFP-Bni5 expressed at its endogenous level in WT
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Figure 5 Tethering of Bni5-GFP or Myo1-GFP via nanobody binding rescues the growth defect of CTE-less Shs1 and Cdc11. (A, upper panel) A cdc11
(DCTE)-mC shs1(DCTE) strain (GFY-861) and an otherwise identical strain (GFY-1295) in which a high-afﬁnity, 117-residue, anti-GFP, camelid-derived
single-chain antibody (“nanobody,” NB) (Rothbauer et al. 2006; Kubala et al. 2010) was fused in-frame at the C terminus of shs1(DCTE) locus, as
indicated schematically to the right, were transformed with an empty LEU2-marked CEN vector (pRS315), or the same vector expressing free GFP from
the CDC11 promoter (pGF-IVL216) or Bni5-GFP from the SHS1 promoter (pGF-IVL384), the CDC11 promoter (pGF-IVL385), or the BNI5 promoter (pGFIVL585), or N-terminally 3XHA-tagged Bni5 from the BNI5 promoter (pGF-IVL473), were propagated overnight at 30° on SD 2Ura 2Leu to maintain
selection for the LEU2-marked vectors as well as for the covering URA3-marked CDC11-expressing plasmid, then spotted onto SD 2Leu medium
without or with 5-FOA to remove the covering plasmid, and incubated at 37° for 3 days. (Lower panel) A cdc11(DCTE) shs1D strain (GFY-851) and an
otherwise identical strain (GFY-1291) in which the NB was fused in-frame to the C terminus of the cdc11(DCTE) locus, as indicated schematically to the
right, were transformed with the same set of LEU2-marked plasmids, propagated on SD 2Ura 2Leu, then spotted onto SD 2Leu medium without or
with 5-FOA to remove the covering URA3-marked CDC11-expressing plasmid, and incubated at 30° for 3 days. Gray spheres, Cdc11-capped heterooctamers; purple spheres, Shs1-capped heterooctamers; dotted cylinders and broken line, CTE deletions; dotted circles, deletion of Shs1; red semicircle,
anti-GFP nanobody; Bni5 (orange)-GFP (green) fusion protein. (B) The same pairs of strains as in A were transformed with an empty LEU2-marked CEN
vector (pRS315), or the same vector expressing either free GFP (pGF-IVL216) or Bni5-GFP (pGF-IVL385) from the CDC11 promoter, or Myo1-GFP (pGFIVL425), Nis1-GFP (pGF-IVL553), or Syp1-GFP (pGF-IVL559) from their native promoters, and then propagated and tested for growth in the absence of
the covering URA3-marked CDC11-expressing plasmid as in A at two different temperatures, either 33° and 37° (upper panel) or 30° and 33° (lower
panel), as indicated.

cells and in otherwise isogenic derivatives in which we removed or otherwise manipulated the CTEs of Shs1 and
Cdc11 and in which we marked the septin collar at the
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bud neck with Cdc10-mCherry. N-terminally tagged Bni5
complements bni5D cells almost as well as untagged Bni5
(Figure S3A) and localizes efﬁciently to the septin collar at

the bud neck (Figure S3B). In cells lacking the CTE of Shs1,
but retaining Cdc11 and its CTE, the level of Bni5 present at
the bud neck was reduced by 50% and the level of GFPBni5 in the cytosol was concomitantly increased (Figure 6A,
left, compare uppermost panel to the second panel from the
top; quantiﬁed in Figure 6B). In cells lacking Shs1 altogether, but retaining Cdc11 and its CTE, there was a complete loss of GFP-Bin5 at the bud neck (Figure 6A, left,
compare uppermost panel to third panel from the top).
Thus, for the CTE of Cdc11 to function properly with respect
to association with Bni5, the Shs1 subunit must be present.
Indeed, restoration of Shs1 expression in the CDC11 shs1D
cells (and in the two mutant strains examined) restored
a wild-type level of GFP-Bni5 at the septin collar (Figure
6A, right). Strikingly, when the CTE of Shs1 was replaced
with the CTE of Cdc11 in cells already containing Cdc11
and its CTE, the level of GFP-Bni5 was again only 50% of
that observed in wild-type cells (Figure 6A, left, compare
uppermost panel to bottom panel; Figure 6B), indicating
that the native CTE of Shs1 is more efﬁcacious than the
CTE of Cdc11 in recruiting Bni5 to the septin collar at the
bud neck.
We attempted to conduct parallel microscopy experiments to assess the role of the Cdc11 CTE in GFP-Bni5 recruitment in cells retaining Shs1 and its CTE, or lacking Shs1
and/or its CTE; however, removal of the CTE of Cdc11 in the
background where both Cdc10 and Bni5 were tagged
caused cells to be inviable (Figure 6C). Nevertheless, presence of either the CTE of Shs1 or the CTE of Cdc11 is all that
is necessary to allow the growth of cells expressing GFPBni5 at its endogenous level (Figure S6A). Thus, to examine
the contributions of the CTE of Cdc11, we compared the
behavior of SHS1 CDC11-mC, SHS1 cdc11(DCTE)-mC, and
SHS1 cdc11(CTE)-CTEShs1-mC cells. First, as judged by spot
test, cells with no Cdc11 CTE, but two copies of the Shs1
CTE (SHS1 cdc11(CTE)-CTEShs1-mC) grew as well as the
wild-type control (SHS1 CDC11-mC) and distinctly better
than cells with no Cdc11 CTE and only one copy of the
Shs1 CTE (SHS1 cdc11(DCTE)-mC) (Figure S6A). Likewise,
as judged by cell morphology, cells with no Cdc11 CTE, but
two copies of the Shs1 CTE (SHS1 cdc11(CTE)-CTEShs1-mC)
more closely resembled the wild-type control (SHS1 CDC11-mC)
(Figure S6B) and were detectably less elongated than the cells
with no Cdc11 CTE and only one copy of the Shs1 CTE
(SHS1 cdc11(DCTE)-mC) (Figure S6C). With regard to recruitment of GFP-Bni5 in these same three strains, we noted
that presence of Shs1 and its CTE was sufﬁcient to confer
a near wild-type level of recruitment to the bud neck (Figure
S6, D and E).
To determine whether the observed effects of the loss of
the Shs1 and Cdc11 CTEs on the efﬁciency of Bni5 recruitment to the bud neck were reﬂected in corresponding effects
on Myo1 localization, we examined the same set of strains
as in Figure 6A in which Myo1-GFP was integrated and
expressed from its native locus on chromosome VIII. Reassuringly, we found that the observed level of Myo1-GFP

recruiment to the bud neck mirrored that of GFP-Bni5. First,
even in cells that retain Cdc11 and its CTE, absence of the
CTE of Shs1 reproducibly and signiﬁcantly reduced the fraction of cells with a detectable Myo1-GFP signal at the septin
collar (Figure 7A, compare uppermost panel to the second
panel from the top; quantiﬁed in Figure 7B) and concomitantly reduced the intensity of any observed Myo1-GFP signal present at the bud neck (Figure 7C). In cells retaining
Cdc11 and its CTE, but lacking Shs1 altogether, there was
a dramatic decrease in the fraction of cells with a detectable
Myo1-GFP signal at the bud neck (Figure 7A, compare uppermost panel to the third panel from the top), and this
reduction was quite comparable to that caused by the absence of Bni5 (Figure 7B). Finally, when the CTE of Shs1
was replaced with the CTE of Cdc11 in cells already containing Cdc11 and its CTE, there was no signiﬁcant increase
either in the fraction of cells displaying a Myo1-GFP signal at
the bud neck; Figure 7B) or in the intensity of that Myo1GFP signal (Figure 7A, compare uppermost panel to bottom;
Figure 7C). Thus, as with Bni5, the CTE of Shs1 seems to
have a more predominant role in Myo1 localization than
does the CTE of Cdc11.

Discussion
New mechanistic insight Into the physiological role of
septin subunits Shs1 and Cdc11

The detailed genetic analysis of Shs1 and Cdc11 described in
the accompanying article (Finnigan et al. 2015) demonstrated
that, once recruited to the ends of either Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3Cdc10-Cdc10-Cdc3-Cdc12-Cdc11 or Shs1-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc10Cdc10-Cdc3-Cdc12-Shs1 heterooctameric rods, the element
most critical for the function of each of these two terminal
septin subunits is the sequence in their CTE with CC-forming
propensity. For example, the CTE is necessary for Shs1 function
in four different genetic backgrounds in which Shs1 is required
for growth, and the CC sequence itself is sufﬁcient because the
remainder of the CTE is totally dispensable for Shs1 function.
Moreover, a Cdc11(DCTE)-CTEShs1 chimera restores viability to
cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE) cells.
Of course, the CC elements in the CTEs of Shs1 and
Cdc11 could have multiple roles, such as providing crossbracing between polymerized septin ﬁlaments (Bertin et al.
2010), forming networks important for three-dimensional
organization of septin superstructures (Bertin et al. 2012;
Ong et al. 2014), and/or driving conformational changes
that direct geometric transitions in the supramolecular architecture of septin-based structures (Vrabioiu and Mitchison 2006; Meseroll et al. 2013). However, there were
already strong hints in the literature and from our own prior
work that the roles of these terminal subunits, and Shs1 in
particular, were likely not in assembly of septin-derived
structure per se, but rather in recruiting to the bud neck
a factor (or factors) necessary to execute other important
cellular processes. In this regard, we found that, under the
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Figure 6 Recruitment of GFP-Bni5 to the bud neck is dependent on Shs1 and its CTE. (A) Samples of exponentially growing cultures of strains GFY1316, GFY-1318, GFY-1319, and GFY-1360, each expressing both Cdc10-mC and GFP-Bni5 from their endogenous loci on, respectively, chromosomes III and XIV, and transformed with either an empty vector (pRS315) or the same vector expressing SHS1 (pGF-V68), were visualized by
ﬂuorescence microscopy. White dotted lines, cell periphery. (B) Fluorescence intensity of the GFP-Bni5 signal in a total of 100–150 cells from each
of three representative images of the indicated strains from A was measured at the bud neck (left bar graph) or in the cytosol (right bar graph) using
ImageJ, as described in detail in Materials and Methods. Absolute values were normalized to that in the control (CDC11 SHS1) cells and are
presented as a relative percentage (error bars are standard deviation of the mean). Because GFP-Bni5 dissociates from the bud neck upon execution
of cytokinesis (see Figure S3B), only large-budded cells prior to the onset of cytokinesis, as judged by an intact septin collar and lack of formation of
split rings (assessed by the Cdc10-mC pattern) were scored. Because the shs1D cells showed no GFP-Bni5 signal at the bud neck, they were not
plotted. The statistical signiﬁcance of the differences observed was assessed using an unpaired t-test. Asterisk, P , 0.05; N.S., not statistically
signiﬁcant. (C) GFY-1318, GFY-1319, and GFY-1360, and derivatives in which the CDC11 locus was replaced with the cdc11(DCTE) allele (GFY1315, GFY-1317, and GFY-1320, respectively), were tested for their ability to grow in the absence and presence of 5-FOA to select for loss of the
covering URA3-marked CDC11-expressing plasmid.

right conditions, and when Shs1 is present, cdc10D cells
can survive (McMurray et al. 2011; Finnigan et al. 2015).
Viability of Cdc10-deﬁcient cells depends on formation of
nonnative Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc3-Cdc12-Cdc11 heterohexamers and their end-on-end polymerization into ﬁlaments via otherwise normal Cdc11-Cdc11 interaction
(McMurray et al. 2011). However, we (McMurray et al.
2011; Finnigan et al. 2015) and others (Iwase et al.
2007) have found that such cdc10D cells are inviable when
Shs1 is absent. Thus, presumably, Shs1-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc3Cdc12-Shs1 heterohexamers also form and contribute to
optimal septin function. Because Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc3Cdc12-Cdc11 rods can polymerize into ﬁlaments regardless
of the presence or absence of Shs1, it seems unlikely that
lack of ﬁlament assembly per se explains why Shs1 is required in this sensitized background. Indeed, it had been
noted that, in shs1D cells, two components of the actomyosin
contractile ring (Myo1 and Iqg1) and a bud neck-localized
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factor necessary for chitinaceous septum formation (Cyk3)
were either delocalized or mislocalized (Iwase et al. 2007).
However, in agreement with our ﬁndings about the essential
role of its CC element for Shs1 function, it was also reported
that a short C-terminal truncation, Shs1(D519–551), which
leaves the CC element in Shs1 completely intact, did not
display mis- or delocalization of those factors or any cytokinesis defects (Iwase et al. 2007). Conversely, unlike loss of
Shs1, absence of Cdc10 does not preclude localization of
Myo1-GFP to the bud neck (Iwase et al. 2007; McMurray
et al. 2011). If, however, Shs1 becomes essential for Myo1
neck localization when Cdc10 is absent, and Myo1 action is
needed for such cells to divide, then inviability of cdc10D
shs1D double cells likely reﬂects crippling of cytokinesis
rather than an effect on septin ﬁlament assembly per se.
Indeed, unlike CDC10+ cells, a cdc10D mutant cannot grow
when the level of Myo1 expression is greatly reduced (McMurray
et al. 2011).

Figure 7 Myo1 recruitment to the bud neck is dependent
on Bni5 and Shs1 and its CTE. (A) Samples of exponentially growing cultures of four BNI5+ strains (GFY-1452,
GFY-1453, GFY-1454, and GFY-1456), each expressing
both Cdc10-mC and Myo1-GFP from their endogenous
loci on, respectively, chromosomes III and VIII, were visualized by ﬂuorescence microscopy. White dotted lines, cell
periphery. (B) A total of 50–100 cells in triplicate representative images of the same strains as in A, and corresponding bni5D strains (GFY-1455, GFY-1457, GFY-1458,
and GFY-1459), were examined. The percentage of the
population that displayed Myo1-GFP at the bud neck was
plotted relative to that exhibited by the control (CDC11
SHS1) cells, which was set at 100%. Statistical signiﬁcance
of the differences observed was assessed using an unpaired
t-test. Asterisk, P , 0.05; N.S., not statistically signiﬁcant.
(C) Fluorescence intensity of the Myo1-GFP signal in a total
of 100–150 cells from each of three representative images
of the indicated strains from A was measured at the bud
neck using ImageJ as in Figure 6B (left) and normalized to
the value in the control (CDC11 SHS1 cells), which was set
at 100% (error bars are the standard deviation of the
mean). Because the shs1D cells showed no Myo1-GFP signal at the bud neck, they were not plotted.

The CC elements in the CTEs of Shs1 and Cdc11
recruit Bni5

Of the group of proteins suggested to interact (either
directly or indirectly) with septins at the division site,
previous evidence made Bni5 a strong candidate for the
factor that associates with the CTEs of Shs1 and Cdc11.
Although BNI5 was isolated as a dosage suppressor of the
temperature-sensitivity lethality of cdc12-6ts cells, it also
suppressed the growth defects of cdc10-1ts, cdc11-6ts, and,
quite tellingly shs1D (called sep7D, at the time) cells (Lee
et al. 2002, #62), in agreement with its ability to associate
with the CTE of Cdc11. Conversely, loss of Bni5 results in an
increase in formation of chains of interconnected cells, indicative of an impairment of cytokinesis, and, most revealingly, a bni5D mutation greatly exacerbated the cytokinesis
defects of cdc3-6ts, cdc10-1ts, cdc11-6ts, cdc12-6ts, or, especially, sep7D cells (Lee et al. 2002). Bni5 localizes to the
mother-bud neck in a septin-dependent manner, and its association was originally attributed, largely on the basis of
two-hybrid analysis, to an interaction with the N-terminal
domain of Cdc11 (Shs1/Sep7 was not tested) (Lee et al.
2002). However, the globular N-terminal GTP-binding domain of every septin is necessary for its proper folding, stability, and incorporation into any septin-containing complex
and into the septin collar at the bud neck (Johnson et al.
2015). So, the two-hybrid method can be misleading when
applied to the analysis of septins and their interactions, as
we have pointed out previously (McMurray and Thorner
2008). Hence, our observations provide deeper mechanistic
insight to explain the preceding ﬁndings. As we showed
here, the essential functions of the CTEs of Shs1 and
Cdc11 are bypassed by enhancing the amount of Bni5 associated with these subunits either by high-level overexpression

or, at endogenous levels of expression, by direct protein fusion or by indirect nanobody-mediated tethering. Neither fusion nor nanobody tethering to Cdc10 was able to do so,
demonstrating the speciﬁcity for Bni5 localization to Shs1
and Cdc11. Conversely, absence of the CTEs of Shs1 or
Cdc11 clearly diminishes the amount of Bni5 found at the
bud neck.
Only the C-terminal third of Bni5 is required for
its function

This work also represents the ﬁrst in vivo genetic dissection
of Bni5 itself. For our analysis, we used two independent
methods to assess the functionality of a set of nested N- and
C-terminal truncations—their ability upon overexpression to
suppress the growth defect of CTE-less Shs1 and Cdc11
cells, and their ability at an endogenous level of expression
to complement the inviability of bni5D cells in a sensitized
background. Both approaches yielded the identical conclusion that the C-terminalmost 100–150 residues of this
448-residue protein are necessary and sufﬁcient for its physiological function. Because it has been reported that phosphorylation at four Ser and Thr residues near the C terminus
of Bni5 are required both for normal bud morphogenesis
(Nam et al. 2007a) and for its association with septins and
cytokinesis (Nam et al. 2007b), we used the same two assays
to assess the veracity of these prior claims. Contrary to these
previous reports, we found that neither nonphosphorylatable (Ala) alleles nor phosphomimetic (Asp) alleles, even
at all four sites, displayed any signiﬁcant decrement in biological function in either of our growth assays.
We found that, when greatly overexpressed, a Bni5-GFP
fusion was capable of suppressing the growth phenotypes of
cdc12-6ts and CTE-less Shs1 and Cdc11 cells; however, when
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expressed at its endogenous level, Bni5-GFP did not complement a bni5D mutation, in keeping with our ﬁnding that the
C-terminal end of Bni5 is critical for its cellular function.
Indeed, when we tagged Bni5 at its N terminus (with either
ﬂuorescent protein or epitope tags), we did not observe any
signiﬁcant perturbation of its function under any and all
conditions that we tested. Consistent with the importance
of its C-terminal end, alignment of Bni5 orthologs from the
fungal clade show that the C-terminalmost 90 residues are
the most highly conserved portion of this protein. In this
same regard, we have observed (G.C. Finnigan and J.
Thorner, unpublished results) that both GFP-Bni5 and Bni5GFP localize exclusively to the bud neck. Thus, efﬁcient subcellular recruitment to the septin collar alone is not sufﬁcient
for Bni5 function. It is important to point out that all previous
studies to localize Bni5 used C-terminally tagged derivatives
(Lee et al. 2002; Nam et al. 2007a; Fang et al. 2010; Renz
et al. 2013; Schneider et al. 2013).
Similar to one of the strategies we employed, one
previous study examined the effect of fusing Bni5-mCherry
to the C terminus of full-length Shs1 (Schneider et al. 2013).
Based on microscopy alone (not growth or viability assays),
this permanent tethering of C-terminally tagged Bni5 to intact Shs1 had only a minor deleterious effect on the timing
of the execution of cytokinesis. The fact that, in our hands,
both an Shs1-Bni5-eGFP and an Shs1-eGFP-Bni5 chimera
supported robust growth, even in cdc10D cells where the
rate of proliferation is already markedly slower than in
wild-type cells, indicates that the detriment to maintaining
(additional) Bni5 at the bud neck during cytokinesis is
rather modest, despite the fact that, normally, native Bni5
is displaced from the septin ring prior to the onset of actomyosin ring ingression (Lee et al. 2002; Fang et al. 2010;
Schneider et al. 2013).
Some of our ﬁndings suggest that orientation, or geometric or conformational ﬂexibility, is likely important for
Bni5 function. For example, despite multiple independent
constructions and conﬁrmation of production of the desired
fusion protein, Cdc11(DCTE)-Bni5 chimeras did not display
any detectable level of suppression of the growth debility of
CTE-less Shs1 and Cdc11 cells. In marked contrast, coexpression of the Cdc11(DCTE)-anti-GFP nanobody and
Bni5-GFP fusions did yield overt suppression of the growth
defect of CTE-less Shs1 and Cdc11 cells.
Many questions remain about Bni5 and the mechanisms
by which it associates with the CTEs of Shs1 and Cdc11.
Direct biochemical evidence for physical interaction between Bni5 and individual septins and speciﬁc septin structures obtained using a novel FRET-based assay method will
be presented elsewhere (E. A. Booth and J. Thorner, unpublished results).
Septins coordinate Bni5-dependent Myo1-targeting to
the division site

Subsequent characterization has established that Bni5 serves
to coordinate recruitment of the type II myosin (Myo1) of the
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actomyosin contractile ring prior to the onset of cytokinesis
(Fang et al. 2010; Wloka et al. 2011; Renz et al. 2013; Schneider
et al. 2013). Thus, in contrast to the Shs1(DCTE)-Bni5 chimera,
the Cdc11(DCTE)-Bni5 fusion may fail to function because of
some steric constraint that prevents proper recruitment of
Myo1, but is avoided or overcome in the cells in which Bni5GFP is tethered to Cdc11(DCTE)-NB through the intermediary
nanobody. Alternatively, translational fusion of Bni5 directly to
the surface of the Cdc11 GTP-binding domain may have some
other detrimental effect on the ability of this septin to recruit
other factors or to associate with itself, with Shs1, or with
Cdc12. In any event, consistent with a primary role for Bni5
in recruiting Myo1 to the septin collar, using our nanobody
approach, recruitment of Myo1-GFP itself, instead of Bni5GFP, using either the Shs1(DCTE)-NB or Cdc11(DCTE)-NB
constructs yielded readily detectable rescue of the growth of
CTE-less Shs1 and Cdc11 cells, whereas neither GFP alone nor
two other septin-associated proteins (Nis1-GFP and Syp1-GFP)
did. Given the large size and complex tertiary and quaternary
structure of the Myo1 polypeptide, we did not attempt to construct Cdc11(DCTE)-Myo1 or Shs1(DCTE)-Myo1 fusions, nor
did we attempt to rescue the growth phenotype of CTE-less
Cdc11 and Shs1 cells by Myo1 overexpression because, in our
hands, overexpression of Myo1 is toxic even to wild-type cells
(G.C. Finnigan and J. Thorner, our unpublished observations).
Nevertheless, the observed rescue by forced recruitment by
either protein fusion or nanobody-mediated tethering is all
the more remarkable because we would anticipate that such
constructs might interfere with the kinetics with which these
proteins normally interact.
Nonetheless, taken together, our data strongly support
the model that the CTEs of the paralogous subunits Cdc11
and Shs1 cooperate to attract the optimum level of Bni5 to
the septin collar (and that, for this function, Shs1 plays the
dominant role), which, in turn, ensures recruitment of the
proper amount of Myo1 for timely actomyosin ring assembly
(Figure 8). Others (Fang et al. 2010) had suggested that loss
of Bni5 restricted Myo1-GFP recruitment to only large-budded
cells. In agreement with that conclusion, we found a dramatic decrease (.75%) in the proportion of cells displaying Myo1-GFP at the division site in cells lacking Bni5.
Moreover, our analysis demonstrates that cells lacking
Shs1 display the identical phenotype. In addition, a bni5D
mutation combined with any loss-of-function shs1 allele
did not display a more severe phenotype, consistent with
an important role for Shs1 in the Bni5-dependent recruitment of Myo1. Residual Myo1 present in bni5D or shs1D
cells likely occurs through Myo1 interaction with the septin
collar-binding scaffold protein IQGAP (Iqg1) (Fang et al.
2010).
Interplay between the terminal septin subunits Shs1
and Cdc11

Our detailed genetic analysis of Shs1 and Cdc11 provided evidence that heterotypic Cdc11-Shs1 junctions, presumably
between Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc10-Cdc10-Cdc3-Cdc12-Cdc11

and Shs1-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc10-Cdc10-Cdc3-Cdc12-Shs1 heterooctamers, occur in vivo (Finnigan et al. 2015). Similarly,
some of our observations here suggest that efﬁcient and
coordinate recruitment of Bni5 also requires formation of
heterotypic Cdc11-Shs1 junctions. For example, because
the CTE of Shs1 is much longer (by 100 residues) than
the CTE of Cdc11 (Versele et al. 2004), its CC sequence may
be constitutively exposed, whereas heterotypic Shs1-Cdc11
NC interaction may be necessary to induce a conformational
change that allows the CC in the CTE of Cdc11 to become
accessible for association with Bni5. This scenario could explain why loss of the CTE of Shs1 is sufﬁcient to cause a 50%
drop in the intensity of GFP-Bni5 at the bud neck, whereas
a shs1D allele totally eliminates GFP-Bni5 decoration at the
bud neck even when wild-type Cdc11 is present.
On the other hand, some of our observations indicate that
maximal Bni5 binding to Cdc11 and Shs1 may require its
association with both the CTE and the GTP-binding domain
of one or both of these septins. For example, under conditions where shs1(DCTE) cdc11(DCTE) have been incubated
for a sufﬁcient time to deplete the cell of the Cdc11
expressed from a covering plasmid, and even though the
GFP-Bni5 signal at the bud neck was indeed signiﬁcantly
diminished, we still observed readily detectable ﬂuorescence
there (although we cannot rule out that a minor amount of
residual Cdc11 is responsible for the ﬂuorescent signal
detected). However, very high level expression of Bni5 suppressed the growth debility of cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE)
cells, also consistent with some degree of interaction with
their G domains.
As will be described in greater detail elsewhere (G.C.
Finnigan and J. Thorner, unpublished results), it is clear that
Cdc11 and Shs1 have diverged from a common ancestor and
have been retained in the fungal clade, presumably because
they have somewhat diversiﬁed in function. Indeed, our
data demonstrate that, while the CTEs of Shs1 and Cdc11
share in common the capacity for interaction with Bni5,
their roles in doing so and in other respects are not equivalent. For example, as we have shown here, cdc11(DCTE)
cells exhibit a much more dramatic phenotype (with respect
to both growth and cell morphology) then do shs1(DCTE)
cells. This could stem from the fact that the Cdc11 CTE is
involved in the recruitment of other bud neck-associated
factors (in addition to Bni5) or that the Cdc11 CTE contributes to some aspect of the supramolecular architecture
septin structures in a way that the Shs1 CTE does not. In
this regard, we ﬁnd it noteworthy that, unlike Shs1(DCTE),
C-terminal tagging of Cdc11(DCTE) with mCherry further
compromised its function (Finnigan et al. 2015), suggesting that presence of the ﬂuorescent marker protein hinders
the ability of the G domain of Cdc11 (or of Shs1 and/or its
CTE at heterotypic Cdc11-Shs1 junctions) to associate with
Bni5 and/or other partners. Due to insertions (total of 41
residues) within its G domain, Shs1 is presumably a significantly larger protein (Versele et al. 2004) and, if so, ﬂuorescent tags appended to Shs1(DCTE) would consequently

Figure 8 Schematic diagram depicting the role of the CTEs of Shs1 and
Cdc11 in recruitment of Bni5 and its partner Myo1. Based on our observations that cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE) cells are inviable, but can be rescued
by high-level overexpression of Bni5, or by replacing the CTE of Shs1 with
Bni5 or, by tethering Bni5-GFP or GFP-Bni5 (and even Myo1-GFP, but not
by other GFP-tagged bud neck-associated proteins) to CTE-less versions
of either Cdc11 or Shs1 fused to a GTP-binding nanobody, but are not
rescued by similar fusions or tethering to Cdc10, indicates that a primary
function of the CTE of Shs1 and an auxilliary function of the CTE of
Cdc11 is to recruit Bni5 to ensure that sufﬁcient Myo1 is localized to
the bud neck for optimal timing and efﬁciency of actomyosin ring formation and function. Evidence presented here and in the accompanying
article (Finnigan et al. 2015) indicates that formation of heterotypic
Cdc11-Shs1 NC junctions is necessary for the proper accessibility and/or
function of the CTE of Cdc11.

be located further from the core of septin complexes and
ﬁlaments.
In this same regard, as presented in the accompanying
article (Finnigan et al. 2015) and utilized here, the CTEs of
Shs1 and Cdc11 are able to function in trans without causing a switch in septin identity. In other words, Shs1(DCTE)CTECdc11 is functional, but still behaves like Shs1 (and not
Cdc11); and, Cdc11(DCTE)-CTEShs1 is functional, but still
behaves like Cdc11 (and not Shs1). Thus, the distinctions
between these two paralogs are largely conﬁned to their
respective G domains. In any event, the ability of these CTEs
to swap chimeras to support normal growth requires Bni5.
Deletion of BNI5 in such strains caused a reproducible decrease in cell growth and a signiﬁcant increase in cells with
aberrant morphology. In contrast, and as expected if Bni5
executes its function when bound to these terminal subunits,
we found that, for example, the growth of cells expressing
the translational fusion Shs1(DCTE)-Bni5 was not sensitive
to deletion of endogenous BNI5. Likewise, even though
endogeneous Bni5 is present, rescue of the growth of either
cdc11(DCTE) shs1(DCTE)-NB or cdc11(DCTE)-NB shs1D cells
required coexpression of GFP-tagged Bni5, further conﬁrming that Bni5 binding to the terminal subunits is critical for
its function. Moreover, the morphology of dividing cells was
improved when a second Shs1 CTE was added to CTE-less
Cdc11, i.e., in cdc11(DCTE)-CTEShs1 SHS1 cells.
Finally, it was reported recently that a function of Shs1,
and in particular its CTE, is in formation of endoplasmic
reticulum (ER)-plasma membrane junctions in order to partition this compartment between a mother and its bud
(Chao et al. 2014). However, this conclusion was based,
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ﬁrst, on the effects of just two gross perturbations of Shs1 (a
null allele and a complete C-terminal truncation). Second,
inspection of these data shows that removal of the CTE from
Shs1 had only a very modest effect (20% reduction) on
misdistribution of ER into the bud. In marked contrast, the
phenotypes we have demonstrated here with regard to the
CTEs of Shs1 and Cdc11, cell viability, and the recruitment
of Bni5 are completely penetrant.
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Figure S1. CTEs of Shs1 and Cdc11 play a major, but not exclusive, role in recruitment of Bni5
to the bud neck. (A) Strains GFY-870 and GFY-1113 were selected at room temperature on
medium containing 5-FOA to remove the covering URA3-marked CDC11-expressing CEN
plasmid (pJT1520), grown overnight in rich medium (YPD), spotted onto solid YPD medium, and
incubated at the indicated temperature for 2 days. (B) Strains GFY-1439 and GFY-1468, each
expressing GFP-Bni5 from its native promoter at its endogenous locus, were selected at room
temperature on medium containing 5-FOA to remove the covering CDC11-expressing vector
and then imaged by fluorescence microscopy (left). Fluorescence signal at the bud neck
(middle) and in the cytosol (right) in cultures of the cells shown were quantified using ImageJ as
described in Materials and Methods. Triplicate samples of (50-100 cells) for each strain were
analyzed and the absolute pixel intensities were normalized to the WT control, which was set at
100%; error bar represents standard deviation of the mean. Asterisk, statistical significance (p
< 0.05) demonstrated using an unpaired t-test.
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Figure S2. Structure prediction and sequence alignment of S. cerevisiae Bni5 with apparent
orthologs in other fungal species. (A) Phyre2 (K
S
2009) was used to model
the predicted structure of S. cerevisiae Bni5. (B) Proteins homologous to S. cerevisiae Bni5
were identified using a recent version of the BLAST algorithm (N
et al. 2014) and
aligned
using
CLUSTAL-W
(T
HOMPSON
et
al.
1994).
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MSLDQEKIQKRLSQIEIDINQMNQMIDDNLLVNEEQQQEQQQEVEESTAEDDGGDLKNEEKTGVDESIPNEEITSETTDNAPAGDAIKKLDENNSDNWESVDENEDSIEVTTQEADIKEDHVEHEKEIENEQGSIVE
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Cg,
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Vanderwaltozyma
polyspora;
Kl,
Kluyveromyces
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MKEPEMKEPEMKEPETVEPETVEPEMKEPETVEPEMKEPVIKETDALEPEMKHAEIPPQATTEEQPTRHDEWEDVEEEEFNEIDTSTESNNVIGDTKQVEGSSVLAAGDLRGNVADNGNLTPVTDIDDAESTIFIPK
KQNQNSELTEQMKETLRNTRRTTNPFRVISVSSSNSSTNSSRKSSGHDMGLEQTPSEQLKRYEQRHYYLTTKCGKIQKEIDYLNKMNSQGTLSIDDSRKLTRAIAKLQEYLDKKNKERYEVGVLLSRQLRRDINRGE
NGEFWIGTK
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>Ag_Bni5
MMVQEKLSVKIARLEKELEALHRGVSADLRPAEDAEESESSAGERYSTDKSSYASSVQAVLRARTASAASADTAMSSSTAASDSAGGAKMDAADADDATRSLELRLAALATQDPAVDSADTASGASPASPAAPPSPP
PSAATEGSDEAAAPLEVPKQRGDAGTAAGGEPVRRRPTNPFRVISVGGSSTFKRAAGADGQASRTSSAGDKAAPVSADEQSMLKLQRKHDYLTMKCVKLSKEIKYLTNLKKTGSLSVEDTRKMNDALDKLQEYLDRK
SKEKYEIGVLLSRRIRKHINNGSNGQFWLSGK
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Large Bud
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Bud

Small Bud

Small Bud

P

Large Bud

Large Bud

5

Split Ring

Split Ring
Figure S3. Effect of N- and C-terminal tags on Bni5 function. (A) Strains GFY-122, GFY-166,
GFY-847, GFY-1167, GFY-1168, GFY-1236 through GFY-1238, which all contain the cdc11∆CTE-mCherry allele, which sensitizes cells to the loss of either Shs1 or Bni5, were grown
overnight and spotted onto medium with or without 5-FOA to counter-select against the covering
URA3-marked CDC11-expressing plasmid. (B) Strain GFY-1319 endogeously expressing both
Cdc10-mCherry and GFP-Bni5 was examined by fluorescence microscopy. Representative
images at the indicated stages of the cell division cycle. Cell periphery, white dotted line.
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Figure S1
CDC11 locus
CDC11-mC

cdc11(∆CTE)-mC

SHS1 locus
BNI5 locus
SHS1
BNI5
shs1(∆CTE)
BNI5
SHS1-BNI5-eGFP
BNI5
SHS1-BNI5-eGFP
bni5∆
shs1(∆CTE)-BNI5-eGFP BNI5
shs1(∆CTE)-BNI5-eGFP bni5∆
SHS1-eGFP-BNI5
SHS1-eGFP-BNI5
shs1(∆CTE)eGFP-BNI5
shs1(∆CTE)eGFP-BNI5

SD+AA

SD+AA+5-FOA

BNI5
bni5∆
BNI5
bni5∆

Figure S4. Endogenous Bni5 is not required for the ability of Shs1-Bni5 translational fusions to
rescue growth cdc11(∆CTE) shs1(∆CTE) cells. Strains GFY-160, GFY-162, GFY-911, GFY1104, GFY-913 and GFY-1105 were grown overnight and spotted onto medium with or without
5-FOA to select for cells that has lost the covering URA3-marked CDC11-expressing plasmid.
Strains GFY-160, GFY-162, GFY-888, GFY-1102, GFY-890 and GFY-1103 were also tested in
the same way.
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A
Plasmid (LEU2)
empty
prCDC11-GFP
prSHS1-BNI5
prSHS1-3HA-BNI5
prSHS1-BNI5-GFP
prCDC11-BNI5
prCDC11-3HA-BNI5
prCDC11-BNI5-GFP

B

Plasmid (LEU2)
empty
prCDC11-GFP
prSHS1-BNI5
prSHS1-BNI5-GFP
prCDC11-BNI5
prCDC11-BNI5-GFP

cdc11(∆CTE)-mC
shs1-∆CTE
SD-Leu

cdc11(∆CTE)-mC
shs1(∆CTE)-NB

SD-Leu+5-FOA SD-Leu

cdc11(∆CTE)-mC
shs1(∆CTE)
CDC10-NB
SD-Leu
SD-Leu +5-FOA 37°C

SD-Leu+5-FOA

cdc11(∆CTE)-NB
shs1∆
CDC10-NB
SD-Leu

SD-Leu
+5-FOA 30°C

Figure S5. Anti-GFP nanobody-dependent rescue requires that Bni5 carry a GFP tag and
cannot be mediated by Cdc10. (A) Strains GFY-861 and GFY-1295 were transformed with
plasmids expressing the indicated expression constructs (pRS315, pGF-IVL216, pGF-IVL384,
pGF-IVL385, and pGF-IVL629 through pGF-IVL632), grown overnight in SD-Ura-Leu medium at
30ºC, spotted onto medium with or without 5-FOA to counter-select the covering plasmid, and
incubated at 37ºC for 3 days prior to imaging. (B) Strains GFY-1462 and GFY-1463 contained
the anti-GFP nanobody fused to the C-terminus of Cdc10 were constructed and transformed
with the same vectors used in Part A and assayed as previously described. NB, anti-GFP
nanobody.
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Figure S5

B
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Figure S6. Shs1 CTE is sufficient to retain near-normal morphology and for near-normal
recruitment of Bni5 in CTE-less Cdc11 cells. (A) Yeast strains GFY-1324, GFY-1325, GFY1465, GFY-1466, GFY-1439, and GFY-1440 were grown overnight in SD-Ura at 30°C and
spotted onto medium with and without 5-FOA to counterselect the covering URA3-marked
CDC11-expressing plasmid. (B) The three indicated strains (1, 2 and 3; GFY-1324, GFY-1465
and GFY-1439) from (A) were selected twice on 5-FOA medium at room temperature to remove
the covering plasmid, incubated overnight in YPD at 25°C, and visualized by DIC microscopy.
(C) The aspect ratio (length vs. width) of individual cells (n = 50-100) from (B) was measured
using ImageJ and plotted as a percentage relative to WT. Triplicate cultures of each strain were
examined; error is standard deviation of the mean. Asterisk, statistically significant difference (p
< 0.05, as judged by an unpaired t-test). (D) The same strains from (B) were visualized by
fluorescence microscopy. (E) The fluorescence intensity of the bud neck (GFP-Bni5) signal for
representative cells (n = 50-125) in triplicate cultures of the same strains shown in (B) was
quantified for those cells that showed a clear-cut septin collar (mCherry signal) using ImageJ
after subtraction of background fluorescence, and normalized to the control cells (strain 1),
which was set at 100% (error is standard deviation of the mean). N.S., no statistically significant
difference (p > 0.05, using an unpaired t-test).
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Table S1. Yeast strains used to obtain the data shown in Figures S1 to S5 and Table S3.
Strain

Genotype

Reference

GFY-160

BY4741; cdc11∆::CDC11::mCherry::SpHIS5R

(FINNIGAN et al. 2015)

shs1∆::SHS1::eGFP::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-162

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

(FINNIGAN et al. 2015)

shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::eGFP::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-911

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

shs1∆::SHS1::BNI5::eGFP::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-1104

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

shs1∆::SHS1::BNI5::eGFP::NatR bni5∆::KanR + pJT1520
GFY-913

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::BNI5::eGFP::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-1105

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::BNI5::eGFP::NatR bni5∆::KanR
+ pJT1520
GFY-888

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

shs1∆::SHS1::eGFP::BNI5::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-1102

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

shs1∆::SHS1::eGFP::BNI5::NatR bni5∆::KanR + pJT1520
GFY-890

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::eGFP::BNI5::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-1103

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::eGFP::BNI5::NatR bni5∆::KanR
+ pJT1520
GFY-861
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This study

shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-1295

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::NanoBody::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-1462

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::HygR shs1∆::NatR

This study

cdc10∆::CDC10::NanoBody::SpHIS5+ pJT1520
GFY-1463

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::HygR

This study

shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::NatR
cdc10∆::CDC10::NanoBody::SpHIS5 + pJT1520
GFY-122

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5 +

(FINNIGAN et al. 2015)

pJT1520
GFY-166

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

(FINNIGAN et al. 2015)

shs1∆::HygR + pJT1520
GFY-847

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

bni5∆::KanR + pJT1520
GFY-1167

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

bni5∆::HA3::BNI5::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-1168

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

bni5∆::HA3::BNI5::GFP::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-1236

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

bni5∆::BNI5::GFP::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-1237

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

bni5∆::GFP3::BNI5::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-1238

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::SpHIS5

This study

bni5∆::HA3::GFP::BNI5::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-1319
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This study

bni5∆::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5 cdc11∆::CDC11::HygR
shs1∆::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-870

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::HygR

This study

shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-1113

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::HygR

This study

shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::NatR bni5∆::KanR + pJT1520
BY4741

MATa leu2∆ ura3∆ met15∆ his3∆

(BRACHMANN et al. 1998)

GFY-169

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::HygR

This study

shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::GFP::NatR + pJT1520
GFY-726

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::HygR shs1∆::KanR +

(FINNIGAN et al. 2015)

pJT1520
GFY-1468

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::HygR

This study

shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::NatR bni5∆::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5
+ pJT1520
GFY-1324

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(1-308)::shs1(349-

This study

551)::mCherry::HygR shs1∆::SHS1::NatR
bni5∆::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5 + pJT1520
GFY-1325

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(1-308)::shs1(349-

This study

551)::mCherry::HygR shs1∆::shs1(349-551∆)::NatR
bni5∆::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5 + pJT1520
GFY-1465

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::HygR

This study

shs1∆::SHS1::NatR bni5∆::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5 +
pJT1520
GFY-1466

BY4741; cdc11∆::cdc11(∆357-415)::mCherry::HygR
shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::NatR bni5∆::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5
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This study

+ pJT1520
GFY-1439

BY4741; cdc11∆::CDC11::mCherry::HygR SHS1

This study

bni5∆::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5 + pJT1520
GFY-1440

BY4741; cdc11∆::CDC11::mCherry::HygR
shs1∆::shs1(∆349-551)::NatR bni5∆::GFP::BNI5::SpHIS5
+ pJT1520
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This study

Table S2. Plasmids used used to obtain the data shown in Figures S1 to S5 and Table S3.
Plasmid

Description

Reference

pRS315

CEN, LEU2

(SIKORSKI AND HIETER
1989)

pGF-IVL216

pRS315 prCDC11::GFP::KanR

This study

pGF-IVL384

pRS315 prSHS1::BNI5::eGFP::NatR

This study

pGF-IVL385

pRS315 prCDC11::BNI5::eGFP::NatR

This study

pGF-IVL629

pRS315 prSHS1::HA3::BNI5::KanR

This study

pGF-IVL630

pRS315 prSHS1::BNI5::KanR

This study

pGF-IVL631

pRS315 prCDC11::HA3::BNI5::KanR

This study

pGF-IVL632

pRS315 prCDC11::BNI5::KanR

This study

pGF-IVL341

pRS315 prGAL1/10::CDC5::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL303

pRS315 prGAL1/10::IQG1::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL355

pRS315 prGAL1/10::BUD3::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL329

pRS315 prGAL1/10::GIC2::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL346

pRS315 prGAL1/10::RGA1::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL339

pRS315 prGAL1/10::BUD4::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL348

pRS315 prGAL1/10::SKT5::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL349

pRS315 prGAL1/10::SVL3::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL331

pRS315 prGAL1/10::NIS1::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL347

pRS315 prGAL1/10::RGD1::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL345

pRS315 prGAL1/10::HOF1::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL333

pRS315 prGAL1/10::MLC2::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL332

pRS315 prGAL1/10::BIL1::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL305

pRS315 prGAL1/10::KCC4::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study
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pGF-IVL358

pRS315 prGAL1/10::BNI4::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL343

pRS315 prGAL1/10::DBF2::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL304

pRS315 prGAL1/10::GIN4::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL327

pRS315 prGAL1/10::CHS7::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL334

pRS315 prGAL1/10::AXL2::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL351

pRS315 prGAL1/10::BNR1::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL336

pRS315 prGAL1/10::BEM2::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL337

pRS315 prGAL1/10::BNI1::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL344

pRS315 prGAL1/10::ELM1::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL352

pRS315 prGAL1/10::MYO1::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL330

pRS315 prGAL1/10::NBA1::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL340

pRS315 prGAL1/10::BUD6::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL357

pRS315 prGAL1/10::CLA4::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pGF-IVL302

pRS315 prGAL1/10::HSL1::eGFP::SpHIS5

This study

pJT1520/pSB1

pRS316 URA3 CDC11

(VERSELE AND
THORNER 2004)
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Table S3. Summary of overexpression suppression screen.a

	
  

Yeast Strain

Plasmid

SGlc-Leu 30˚C

SGal-Leu 30˚C

SGal-Leu 37˚C

WT CDC11 SHS1

empty vector

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

CDC5-eGFP

+++++

+

+

WT CDC11 SHS1

IQG1-eGFP

+++++

++

++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

BUD3-eGFP

+++++

+

+

WT CDC11 SHS1

GIC2-eGFP

+++++

++++

+++

WT CDC11 SHS1

RGA1-eGFP

+++++

++

++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

BUD4-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

SKT5-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

SVL3-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

NIS1-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

RGD1-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

HOF1-eGFP

+++++

+

++

WT CDC11 SHS1

MLC2-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

BIL1-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

KCC4-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

BNI4-eGFP

+++++

+

+

WT CDC11 SHS1

DBF2-eGFP

+++++

++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

GIN4-eGFP

+++++

+++

++

WT CDC11 SHS1

CHS7-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

AXL2-eGFP

+++++

+++

++

WT CDC11 SHS1

BNR1-eGFP

+++++

++

++

WT CDC11 SHS1

BEM2-eGFP

+++++

+++

+++

WT CDC11 SHS1

BNI1-eGFP

+++++

+

+
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WT CDC11 SHS1

ELM1-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

MYO1-eGFP

+++++

+

+

WT CDC11 SHS1

NBA1-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

BUD6-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

CLA4-eGFP

+++++

+

+

WT CDC11 SHS1

BNI5-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

WT CDC11 SHS1

HSL1-eGFP

+++++

++

+

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

empty vector

+++++

+++++

++

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

CDC5-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

IQG1-eGFP

+++++

+++

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

BUD3-eGFP

+++++

++

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

GIC2-eGFP

+++++

+

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

RGA1-eGFP

+++++

+

+

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

BUD4-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

SKT5-eGFP

+++++

+++++

++

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

SVL3-eGFP

+++++

++

+

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

NIS1-eGFP

+++++

+++++

++

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

RGD1-eGFP

+++++

++++

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

HOF1-eGFP

+++++

+

+

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

MLC2-eGFP

+++++

+++++

++

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

BIL1-eGFP

+++++

+++++

++

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

KCC4-eGFP

+++++

+++++

++

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

BNI4-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

DBF2-eGFP

+++++

+++

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

GIN4-eGFP

+++++

++

+
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cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

CHS7-eGFP

+++++

+++++

++

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

AXL2-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

BNR1-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

BEM2-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

BNI1-eGFP

+++++

N.T.

N.T.

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

ELM1-eGFP

+++++

++++

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

MYO1-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

NBA1-eGFP

+++++

++++

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

BUD6-eGFP

+++++

+++++

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

CLA4-eGFP

+++++

N.T.

N.T.

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

BNI5-eGFP

+++++

+++++

+++++

cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE-GFP

HSL1-eGFP

+++++

++

+

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

empty vector

+++++

++++

++

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

CDC5-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

IQG1-eGFP

+++++

N.T.

N.T.

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

BUD3-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

GIC2-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

RGA1-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

BUD4-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

SKT5-eGFP

+++++

+++

+

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

SVL3-eGFP

+++++

+

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

NIS1-eGFP

+++++

+++

+++

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

RGD1-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

HOF1-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

MLC2-eGFP

+++++

++++

+
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cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

BIL1-eGFP

+++++

N.T.

N.T.

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

KCC4-eGFP

+++++

++

+

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

BNI4-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

DBF2-eGFP

+++++

N.T.

N.T.

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

GIN4-eGFP

+++++

+

+

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

CHS7-eGFP

+++++

++

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

AXL2-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

BNR1-eGFP

+++++

+

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

BEM2-eGFP

+++++

N.T.

N.T.

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

BNI1-eGFP

+++++

N.T.

N.T.

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

ELM1-eGFP

+++++

+

+

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

MYO1-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

NBA1-eGFP

+++++

+

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

BUD6-eGFP

+++++

++

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

CLA4-eGFP

+++++

-

-

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

BNI5-eGFP

+++++

+++++

++++

cdc11-∆CTE shs1∆

HSL1-eGFP

+++++

-

-

a

Strain BY4741 (CDC11 SHS1), GFY-169 (cdc11-∆CTE shs1-∆CTE) or GFY-726 (cdc11-∆CTE
shs1∆), each harboring a URA3-marked vector expressing WT CDC11, was transformed, as
indicated, with a LEU2-based vector expressing under control of the GAL1/10 promoter the
gene of interest tagged at its C-terminus with eGFP. The resulting transformants were grown to
mid-exponential phase, and then streaked twice on -Leu medium containing 5-FOA to select
against the covering plasmid (expressing WT CDC11). The resulting derivatives were incubated
overnight in -Leu Raf-Suc medium at room temperature, and then serial dilutions were spotted
onto plates containing either SGlc-Leu or SGal-Leu medium, as indicated, and incubated for two
days at either 30ºC or 37ºC. Growth under each condition was assessed by comparison to the
parent yeast strain containing empty vector (pRS315): +++++, growth equivalent to the WT
control; ++++, growth slightly less robust than the WT control; +++, growth detectably weaker
than the WT control; ++, growth significantly slower than WT control; +, very weak growth; -, no
detectable growth; N.T., not tested.
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